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Abstract
This thesis has investigated the dynamics of ultracold atomic collisions in the
presence of both static magnetic and oscillating radio-frequency (rf) fields.
The boundstate structure and scattering length of 39K+133Cs was examined in
the presence of only a static magnetic field, where it was found that no Feshbach
resonance of suitable width for magnetoassociation existed at a magnetic field where
caesium can be cooled to degeneracy. We then showed that zero-energy Feshbach
resonances may be engineered using an rf field in places where they did not previously
exist. An rf field with frequency 79.9 MHz was chosen to induce a resonance near 21
G. The widths of such rf-induced Feshbach resonances increase quadratically with
rf field strength. The resonances presented are lossless with circularly polarized rf,
and the molecules created are long-lived even with plane-polarized RF.
Collisional losses in rf-dressed magnetic traps were also investigated. An rf-
induced loss mechanism that does not exist in the absence of rf radiation was iden-
tified. This mechanism is not suppressed by a centrifugal barrier in the outgoing
channel, and can be much faster than spin relaxation, which is centrifugally sup-
pressed. We explore the dependence of the rf-induced loss rate on singlet and triplet
scattering lengths, hyperfine splittings and the strength of the rf field. The re-
sults were interpreted in terms of an adiabatic model of the collision dynamics, and
calculate the corresponding nonadiabatic couplings. The loss rate can vary by 10
orders of magnitude as a function of singlet and triplet scattering lengths. 87Rb is a
special case, where several factors combine to reduce rf-induced losses; as a result,
they are slow compared to spin-relaxation losses. For most other alkali-metal pairs,
rf-induced losses are expected to be much faster and may dominate. For heteronu-
clear mixtures an rf-modified spin-exchange mechanism was identified that results in
loss rates orders of magnitude greater than the rf-induced loss rates in homonuclear
cases. Fast loss is expected in mixtures where the Lande´ g-factors differ.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The areas of ultracold chemistry and physics (generally defined as systems below a
temperature of 1 mK) have seen significant progress in the previous two decades. The
road to ultracold temperatures has been paved with important scientific discoveries
such as superconductivity [1] and superfluidity [2, 3], culminating in the observation
of the Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) [4, 5] for which the Nobel prize in physics
was awarded in 2001[6, 7]. The existence of the BEC was theorised by Bose and
Einstein in 1924 [8, 9], and so this achievement represents a significant advance in
experimental physics over the course of the 20th century. Since the first observation
of the atomic BEC the field of ultracold science has exploded and is now more than
ever full of exciting future applications.
Ultracold matter does not behave like the objects we encounter day-to-day.
When the temperature is reduced to near absolute zero the translational motion
of matter is greatly reduced and the classical theories we are familiar with break
down as quantum-mechanical effects dominate and become apparent on the macro-
scopic scale. Bohr’s correspondence principle applies in the limit of large quantum
numbers, but in the ultracold regime the quantum numbers needed to describe avail-
able states are small; the averaging over high quantum number states that marks
a convergence of quantum and classical mechanics is lost, and systems at ultracold
temperatures can often be described using relatively few states. Matter also be-
comes more wave-like as temperature decreases; the wave nature of a particle can
1
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be quantified by the de Broglie wavelength,
λdB =
h
p
=
h√
2mE
(1.0.1)
where h is Planck’s constant, p is the momentum of the particle, m is the particle
mass and E is the kinetic energy of the particle. The de Broglie wavelength can
be thought to characterise the space occupied by a particle, and as λdB becomes
comparable to the inter-particle separation with decreasing temperature, the wave-
functions of these particles can interfere with one another to form a single coherent
wave. If the particles are bosons (particles possessing integer spin) this state of
matter is known as a BEC, a macroscopic quantum state in which all the bosons are
in the same quantum state ie quantum degenerate. Fermions (particles possessing
half-integer spin) exhibit different behavior due to the Pauli principle, which means
identical fermions may not exist in the same state. This leads to the fermionic
analogue of the BEC, the Degenerate Fermi-Gas (DFG) [10], where the lowest num-
ber of possible states are occupied for a given number of particles. The force that
prevents white dwarf and neutron stars from collapsing is also a result of the Pauli
principle, and is known as Fermi-degeneracy pressure [11].
1.1 Ultracold Atoms and Molecules
The controlled cooling and trapping of atoms has been possible for over two decades,
with the first experiments reaching sub-mK temperatures in the 1980s [12–15]. Laser
cooling [16–18] is an extremely important technique in the production of ultracold
atoms, the development of which won the Nobel prize in physics in 1997 [19]. Laser
cooling relies upon an absorption-emission cycle, which slows and cools the atoms
through the absorption of photons with a linear momentum opposite to the target
atoms. In a specific form of laser cooling known as Doppler cooling this is done by
red-detuning pairs of counter-propagating laser beams for each Cartesian axis; atoms
traveling towards a laser source will absorb photons whose frequency is blue-shifted
to atomic resonance, be slowed and pushed back into the trap. The reliance of laser
cooling upon photon absorption/emission means that temperatures are ultimately
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limited by photon recoil, and so it is rarely used in isolation. It is often employed as
a precursor to other techniques which require a relatively cold sample to begin with
such as evaporative cooling [20] which can reach temperatures in the tens of nK.
Evaporative cooling works by removing the most energetic atoms from the tail of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution; energetic pathways are provided only to atoms in
higher states by manipulating the trapping potential, effectively cooling the system.
An everyday analogue to this is blowing on your cup of tea to cool it down - by
removing the water molecules with above average energy from the surface of the tea
the temperature of the cup as a whole is decreased.
Since the first atomic BECs were created using sodium and rubidium-87 [4, 5],
many other atoms have been successfully cooled to degeneracy. These are predomi-
nately alkali-metal species, with BECs of lithium, potassium, 85-rubidium and cae-
sium have all been successfully produced [21–24]. Fermionic isotopes have also been
cooled to degeneracy with DFGs of potassium and lithium having been successfully
produced [10, 25]. Beyond the alkali metals, degeneracy has also been reached with
hydrogen [26], alkaline-earth metals calcium and strontium [27, 28], the transition
metal chromium [29] and the alkaline-earth-like lanthanide ytterbium [30]. Recent
interest in the large electric and magnetic dipole moments of high-spin species has
lead to an interest in the condensates of lanthanides erbium and dysprosium [31–33].
Following the successes in cooling atomic gases to ultracold temperatures, the
next logical step is the translation of these techniques to the production of quan-
tum degenerate molecules. Molecular structure is relatively complex compared to
atoms; in even the simplest diatomic molecule there are rotational and vibrational
energy levels to consider on top of the hyperfine structure of each atom. This extra
structure provides opportunities to build systems where a variety of interactions can
be altered by choosing appropriate molecules, and these interactions can be tuned
by manipulating molecular energy levels with external fields [34]. For these reasons
making ultracold molecules has become a major priority in the field in the past
decade or so.
Whilst cold molecules have been produced successfully since 1998 [35], reach-
ing ultracold temperatures presents significant challenges. The complexities of
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molecular structure that offer new opportunities in the field also result in diffi-
culties reaching ultracold temperatures with techniques that have been successful
for atoms. Direct cooling methods like laser cooling become difficult because of
the large number of quantum states available to a molecule; losses to states out-
side the core absorption-emission loop are much more likely. While examples of
direct laser cooling of molecules do exist [36–47], its limitations are much more
apparent in the molecular world. Much more prevalent in the production of ultra-
cold molecules are indirect methods such as photoassociation [48] where colliding
atoms are associated with the aid of a photon, and magnetoassociation [49–53],
which associates colliding atoms by tuning magnetic fields such that the colliding
atoms end up in a bound state. Magnetoassociation has been investigated in sev-
eral homonuclear alkali-metal systems [54–60] and heteronuclear systems such as
rubidium-caesium [61–65], potassium-caesium [66, 67], potassium-rubidium [68, 69],
rubidium-strontium [70] and sodium-potassium [71]. These indirect methods are
advantageous because the processes are adiabatic in principle meaning the resultant
molecules inherit the temperature of the constituent atoms.
1.1.1 Applications of Ultracold Atoms and Molecules
An exciting and potentially far-reaching application of ultracold atoms and molecules
is the development of quantum computing [72–74]. The manipulation of long-range
interactions between atoms or molecules trapped in lattices is one proposed way to
store information; molecules with permanent electric and magnetic dipoles are of
particular interest for this. The full realisation of a functioning quantum computer
in this fashion is still some way off, but quantum simulation [75, 76] is a more im-
mediate goal; complicated Hamiltonians that modern CPUs cannot diagonalise in a
realistic time frame can be mimicked experimentally by manipulating inter-lattice
interactions between atoms/molecules and the solutions obtained by observation.
Production of atoms and molecules in specific quantum states has advantages
for ultra-precise spectroscopy [77]. With the removal of thermal averaging and the
population of a single state, transitions to more coherent and longer-lived excited
states are possible, contributing to a greater signal-to-noise ratio. The accuracy of
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spectroscopic measurements is also improved due to the reduction in the broaden-
ing of spectral lines due to the low velocity spread of atoms and molecules in the
ultracold regime. The accuracy of ultracold spectroscopy has greatly reduced the
uncertainties in atomic clocks [78, 79], which are the current standard of time with
the SI second defined by a hyperfine transition in caesium.
The sensitivity of ultracold systems to very small changes is important to test-
ing our understanding of fundamental principles in physics. In particular, some
molecules may be sensitive to small changes in fundamental constants that atoms
are not. Ultracold molecules may allow us to measure these changes such as the
time variation of the proton-electon mass ratio (mp/me) [80–82]. Testing physics
beyond the standard model may also be aided by ultracold atoms and molecules,
such as the search for the Electron Dipole Moment (EDM) [83–85] and even the
identification of dark matter [86].
In recent years there has been considerable interest in signatures of quantum
chaos in atomic collisions [33]. Complex atomic species such as ytterbium, erbium
and dysprosium have been investigated in this context [31, 32, 87, 88], as have
collisions involving molecules such as CaH and CaF [89].
Control over atomic and molecular motion may lead to exciting possibilites such
as controlled chemical reactions [90], where the reactants are individually manip-
ulated; atomic and molecular motions in the ultracold regime are generally slow
enough that perturbations from external fields are enough to control the relative
positions and orientations. Selection of the quantum states participating in poten-
tially reactive collisions may lead to opportunities for further control by allowing or
disallowing collisional processes as demonstrated for Li + CaH [91, 92]. Chemical
reactions at such temperatures would also be subject to quantum-mechanical effects
unobservable at temperatures beyond the mK range, allowing further insight into
qunatum-tunnelling dependent reaction rates and quantum threshold effects [93].
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1.2 Radio-frequency Fields
The applications of ultracold atoms and molecules are dependent upon manipulating
them with the aid of external fields. Static magnetic and electric fields are typically
used in this capacity, and they are often accompanied by oscillating electromagnetic
fields such as radio-frequency (rf) fields which can induce transitions between hyper-
fine states in the trapped atoms. These transitions can be controlled by adjusting
the frequency, amplitude and polarisation of the rf field, as well as the angle it makes
with the quantisation axis.
The technique of rf spectroscopy has a rich history, notably providing the current
standard of time as defined by an rf hyperfine transition in ground state caesium [94].
Spectroscopy of ultracold systems using rf radiation was first demonstrated 30 years
ago with the measurement of the size and temperature of a cloud of ultracold atoms
[95] and has since been used to determine molecular binding energies by directly
measuring bound-state energies [96] as well as confirming the creation of Feshbach
molecules through their rf-dissociation spectra [97]. Direct measurement of mean-
field interaction energies using rf spectroscopy has also allowed the determination of
the s-wave scattering length near a Feshbach resonance [98, 99].
As well as simply probing ultracold atoms, rf radiation has also been key to
reaching temperatures and densities needed to produce BECs. Using an rf field to
drive hyperfine transitions of atoms with above average energy in a trap to untrapped
states is an effective form of evaporative cooling known as an rf knife [100].
Modification of scattering properties using rf radiation to dress individual species
in a mixture offers opportunities for further control over ultracold systems [101], and
this type of dressing has been suggested as a way to modify existing Feshbach reso-
nances [102, 103]. Molecule formation via rf-association of atoms has been demon-
strated [104–107], as has the association of atoms into Effimov trimers using rf fields
[108–110].
Modification of traditional traps for ultracold atoms using additional electro-
magnetic fields is well established [111–113]. In particular, rf-dressed magnetic traps
[114–118] use the interaction of different hyperfine states coupled together via the rf
field to trap atoms. This allows the creation of complex and novel trap geometries
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such as rings [119–121] and shells [117]. These geometries are valuable in many
fields including condensate splitting and interferometry [122–125], and the study of
low-dimensional quantum systems [118, 126]. Besides modifying magnetic traps,
rf fields have also been used to alter optical lattices [127, 128] and create periodic
potential landscapes [129, 130]. Measurement of the interaction energies between
lattice sites is also possible with rf fields [131].
This thesis focuses on the theory of ultracold atomic collisions in the presence
of an rf field in combination with a static magnetic field. The interaction of the
atoms with the rf field is presented in a dressed atom picture. To understand the
collisional processes that occur, an understanding of scattering theory and atomic
structure is required.
1.3 Scattering and Coupled Channel Calculations
Because de Broglie wavelengths are comparable to atomic separation at the tem-
peratures considered in this work atomic collisions can be considered quantum-
mechanical in nature, requiring the use of a quantum collision theory. Both the
underlying scattering theory and its context within quantum mechanics is discussed
in great detail and at its full breadth elsewhere [132]. Below is a brief overview of
scattering in the context of atomic collison based upon reference [133] where aspects
of scattering unique to ultracold collisions are dicussed, as are the Hamiltonians
for the specific case of collisions between 1S alkali-metal atoms in the presence of a
magnetic field and the case of the same collision in a combination of magnetic and
rf fields.
1.3.1 Scattering Theory
Whilst the work of this thesis revolves around the scattering of structured particles
(specifically atoms with hyperfine levels), we can understand a great deal about
scattering if we first consider collisions between structureless particles. The wave-
function for such a system in the absence of any scattering is a plane wave of form
eikR where k is the wave vector with corresponding magnitude (wave number) k,
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and R is the inter-particle distance. In the presence of scattering the wavefunction
behaves approximately as an interference of the plane wave with a spherical wave
dependent on a scattering angle, θ
Ψ(R) ≈ Ψ0(R) + f(θ)e
ikR
R
as R→∞ (1.3.2)
where Ψ0(R) is the incoming plane wave and f(θ) is the scattering amplitude. When
no scattering event takes place the spherical component and, thus, f(θ) is zero. We
can then introduce this wavefunction in the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ(R) = EΨ(R) (1.3.3)[−~2
2µ
∇2 + V (R)
]
Ψ(R) = EΨ(R) (1.3.4)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian, µ = (m1m2)/(m1 + m2) is the reduced mass for the
system, (−~2/2µ)∇2 is the kinetic energy operator, V (R) is the potential for the
collision and E is the collision energy. E is usually measured relative to the energy
of the separated particles so that V (R) → 0 as R →∞. Ψ(R) can be expanded in
spherical harmonics
Ψ(R) = R−1
∑
l
ψL(R)PL(cos θ) (1.3.5)
where PL are Legendre polynomials. The L subscript refers to a quantised angular
momentum given by the orbital angular momentum operator Lˆ = R × pˆ, where pˆ
is the linear momentum operator. Substituting 1.3.5 into equation 1.3.4 gives
[−~2
2µ
d2
dR2
+ VL(R)
]
ψL(R) = EψL(R) (1.3.6)
where VL(R) is the centrifugally corrected interaction potential:
V (R) +
~2L(L+ 1)
2µR2
(1.3.7)
The L(L + 1) term introduces a centrifugal barrier to the potential for L > 0. We
can apply boundary conditions to 1.3.6 by noting that V (R)  0 at R = 0, and
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V (R)→ 0 as R→∞.
ψL(R)→ 0 as R→ 0 (1.3.8)
ψL(R) ≈ kRjL(kR + ηL) as R→∞ (1.3.9)
where jL are spherical Bessel functions, kRjL is the solution to 1.3.6 with V (R) = 0
(a situation where the particles are non-interacting) and ηL is the phase shift. The
spherical Bessel functions have asymptotic form
jL ≈ (kR)−1 sin(kR− Lpi
2
) (1.3.10)
which allows us to rewrite the asymptotic scattering wavefunction as
ψL ≈ (kR)−1 sin(kR− Lpi
2
+ ηL) (1.3.11)
In an attractive potential equation 1.3.6 also supports bound states (states with
quantised energies less than the separated atoms) as well as scattering states. Bound
states require a different boundary condition at short range:
ψL(R)→ 0 as R→∞ or R→ 0 (1.3.12)
1.3.2 Coupled-Channel Equations
In real systems we have interactions between particles with structure. The Hamil-
tonian of equation (1.3.6) must be re-written to take into account the structure of
the colliding particles:
−~2
2µ
∇2 +
∑
i
hˆinternali (τ) + VL(R, τ) (1.3.13)
We introduce τ to represent all coordinates except the interparticle distance, R. The
internal Hamiltonians for both particles, contained within the sum
∑
hˆinternali (τ),
are independent of R while the potential, V (R, τ), now depends upon these extra
degrees of freedom. We can now think of the wavefunction as a combination of
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radially dependent wavefunctions, ψ(R), and wavefunctions dependent on the other
coordinates, φ(τ)
Ψ(R, τ) = R−1
∑
i
φi(τ)ψi(R) (1.3.14)
φi(τ) form a basis set in τ and are referred to as channel functions. These channel
functions can be chosen to best suit a system, for example in this work electron
and nuclear spin functions are used for alkali-metal atoms, and these are combined
with photon numbers and associated angular momentum to build a photon-dressed
basis set (see Section 1.5). Regardless of what channel functions are chosen, it is
important the size of the basis set be large enough to reach numerical convergence.
ψi(R) is typically propagated numerically on a grid. By applying 1.3.14 to the
Schro¨dinger equation and projecting onto the basis function φj, we obtain sets of
coupled equations:
[−~2
2µ
d2
dR2
− E
]
ψj(R) = −
∑
i
Wji(R)ψ(R) (1.3.15)
where Wji(R) are elements of the interaction matrix W , given by
Wji(R) =
∫
φj(τ)
∗
[∑
i
hˆinternali (τ) + V (R, τ) +
Lˆ2
2µR2
]
φi(τ) (1.3.16)
W can be rotated into a basis where it is diagonal asymptotically, if it is not already,
and its elements correspond to different configurations of the particles at R = ∞.
These diagonal elements describe the possible collision channels which, depending
on their energy relative to the kinetic energy of the colliding particles, E, either
energetically open (Wii < E) or closed (Wii > E). All open channels are available
for scattered particles to occupy; conceptually we envisage an incoming wave in a
single channel, and outgoing waves in all open channels. The boundary conditions
for the scattering wavefunctions are
Ψ(R, τ) = 0 as R→ 0 (1.3.17)
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Ψ(R, τ) ≈ R−1
[
φjk
1/2
j e
−ikjR+iLjpi/2 +
∑
i
Sjiφi(τ)k
1/2
i e
ikiR+iLipi/2
]
as R→∞
(1.3.18)
Boundary condition 1.3.18 has a solution for each allowed incoming channel; the first
term within the brackets refers to the incoming wave in channel j, and the sum over
i takes into account scattered waves into every open channel. Sij are elements of
the S-matrix, S, an Nopen×Nopen matrix (where Nopen refers to the number of open
channels) which characterises each solution and from which we can obtain most of
the useful information we need about a collision. However, the short range boundary
condition 1.3.17 is not unique to any one solution for the long range condition 1.3.18.
We can have a total of N solutions where N is the number of channel functions, and
each solution is a vector of length N . Because we can’t know which combination we
will need it is standard practice to propagate each solution to long range as part of
a N ×N wavefunction matrix, Ψ(R). Although these solutions are not necessarily
real we can choose real solutions for convenience, such solutions at long range are
subject to the boundary condition
Ψ(R) = J(R) + N(R)K as R→∞ (1.3.19)
where J and N are diagonal matrices with open and closed channel elements which
are composed of spherical Bessel functions. K is a real symmetric matrix indicative
of the asymptotic wavefunction, from which the S-matrix can be found:
S = (1 + iKoo)
−1(1−Koo) (1.3.20)
Where the subscript oo refers to the diagonal open channel-open channel part of K.
The S-matrix has diagonal elements
Sii = e
2iηi (1.3.21)
The S-matrix contains information about the completed scattering event.
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1.3.3 Numerical Propagation of the Wavefunction
As mentioned above, numerical propagation of Ψ(R) to long range is required to
obtain the correct combination of solutions. However, problems arise from the prop-
agation of Ψ(R) directly; in the classically forbidden regions of the potentials chan-
nel functions originating from closed channels can be numerically unstable causing
the wavefunction to explode exponentially. To avoid this, propagation of the log-
derivative matrix [134–138] can be carried out. A more in depth discussion on the
numerical methods described below can be found in ref [139].
The log-derivative wavefunction is written as
Y(R) =
d
dR
ln Ψ(R) (1.3.22)
Y(R) =
dΨ
dR
[Ψ(R)]−1 . (1.3.23)
Y(R) is then propagated from a point within the inner classically forbidden region
Rmin, to a point at long rangeRmax, chosen to be far enough outside the potential well
that V (R) is essentially 0. The K-matrix can then be obtained from the asymptotic
wavefunction, but we do not need this explicitly as we can use the log-derivative
wavefunction
K = −Y(Rmax)N(Rmax)−N
′(Rmax)
Y(Rmax)J(Rmax)− J′(Rmax) (1.3.24)
The S-matrix can then calculated from K by using the relation (1.3.20).
For bound states the propagation is two-fold with an inwards propagation de-
noted Y− from a maximum, Rmax, chosen to be within the outer clasically forbidden
region, and an outwards propagation denoted Y+ from a minimum, Rmin, chosen to
be within the inner classically forbidden region. These two propagations are matched
at a point, Rmid, chosen to be in the classically allowed region. If the energy for the
chosen propagation is an eigenvalue then
Ψ+(Rmid) = Ψ
−(Rmid) and
[
Ψ+
]′
(Rmid) =
[
Ψ−
]′
(Rmid) (1.3.25)
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must be true. We can now write
[
Y +(Rmid)− Y −(Rmid)
]
Ψ(Rmid) = 0 (1.3.26)
Note that Ψ(Rmid) is an eigenvector of [Y
+(Rmid)− Y −(Rmid)]. This is only valid if
det|Y + − Y −| = 0 at Rmid (1.3.27)
Thus we can identify the energies where a bound state exists by looking for zeroes
in the determinant of the log-derivative matrix.
1.3.4 Ultracold Scattering
Scattering in the ultracold regime can be viewed as more straightforward in some
respects when compared to scattering at higher temperatures due to the fact that a
relatively small number of quantum states and partial waves contribute to scattering
events. Ultracold scattering can consequently be more easily understood by focusing
on specific incoming channels and predicting the relatively few outgoing channels.
An important property when studying scattering is the k-dependent scattering
length, aL(k), where k is the wave vector of the incoming channel and the L subcript
is the partial wave of the channel. aL(k) is dependent on the phase shift, ηL, resulting
from an elastic collison and is given by
aL(k) =
− tan ηL
k
(1.3.28)
in the single channel case. At very low energy the interactions between atoms may
be characterised by just the s-wave scattering length, a(k); the kinetic energy of
the collisions at such low temperatures are often not great enough to overcome the
centrifugal barriers presented by end-over-end angular momenta L ≥ 1, so s-wave
collisions with L = 0 tend to dominate. The dependence of the scattering length
upon energy also disappears as the temperature approaches zero so we can think
of an ultracold collision being characterised by a k-independent s-wave scattering
length, a.
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The scattering length can be understood physically by looking at the behaviour
of the wavefunction. Within the range of the potential well the wavefunction oscil-
lates, as it leaves this range it oscillates less and less eventually becoming a straight
line asymptotically. The inter-particle distance at which this straight line or its
extrapolation crosses is equal to the scattering length. This is equivalent to the
radius of a hard-sphere potential with an infinite wall at R = a, and so in some
sense gives a sense of the size of the colliding particles. The scattering length can
take a positive or negative value; a positive value indicates a repulsive interaction
between the particles as there exists an effective hard sphere, as described above.
A negative value relates to an attractive interaction as the wall of the hard sphere
exists at negative R, where the colliding particles won’t experience it.
In the multichannel case with more than one open channel the scattering length
becomes complex,
a = α− iβ, (1.3.29)
where α and β are the respective real and imaginary components which contain
information about elastic and inelastic scattering, respectively. a is calculated from
the diagonal elements of the S-matrix
a =
1
ik
(
1− Sii(k)
1 + Sii(k)
)
. (1.3.30)
1.4 Alkali-Dimer Systems
This thesis focuses on the scattering of alkali-metal atoms in combined magnetic
and rf fields and so it is necessary to understand their structure. Equation 1.3.13
contained a term for the sum of internal Hamiltonians for each particle of the system
of interest,
∑
i hˆ
internal
i . For an individual alkali-metal atom this internal Hamiltonian
is
hˆalk = ζiˆ · sˆ+ (geµBsˆz + gnµBiˆz)Bz, (1.4.31)
where the first term is the hyperfine interaction of the nuclear and electronic spins,
where ζ is the hyperfine coupling constant and iˆ and sˆ are the nuclear and electronic
spin angular momentum operators. The hyperfine interaction has non-zero matrix
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elements given by
〈imi, sms |ˆi · sˆ|imi, sms〉 = mims (1.4.32)
and
〈imi, sms |ˆi · sˆ|imi ± 1, sms ∓ 1〉 =
1
2
[s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1)]1/2[i(i+ 1)−mi(mi ± 1)]1/2
(1.4.33)
where mi/s is the projection of the nuclear/electronic spin onto the quantisation axis.
The second term of 1.4.31 is the Zeeman interaction of the spin projections with
an external magnetic field of strength Bz which defines the quantisation axis, where
ge and gn are the electronic and nuclear g-factors, respectively, which are chosen to
follow the convention of Arimondo et al. [140], and iˆz and sˆz are the nuclear and
electronic spin projection operators which have matrix elements
〈i,mi |ˆiz|i′,m′i〉 = δi,i′δmi,m′imi (1.4.34)
〈s,ms|sˆz|s′,m′s〉 = δs,s′δms,m′sms (1.4.35)
The total Hamiltonian for the dimer is then
~2
2µ
[
R−1
d2
dR2
R +
Lˆ
R2
]
+ hˆaalk + hˆ
b
alk + Vˆ (R) (1.4.36)
where we include two distinct hˆalk, one for each alkali-metal atom denoted by the
a/b superscript. This thesis presents scattering and bound state calculations of
alkali-dimer systems using this Hamiltonain and the decoupled basis
|sa,ms,a〉|ia,mi,a〉|sb,ms,b〉|ib,mi,b〉|L,ML〉 (1.4.37)
where the electronic and nuclear spins for each atom are considered separately along-
side the end-over-end angular momentum, L, and its projection, ML. Hamiltonian
1.4.36 also contains the potential term Vˆ (R) which is made up of two parts, an
isotropic potential operator dependent on the molecular potential energy surface,
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Vˆ c(r), and a magnetic dipole and spin-orbit coupling operator Vˆ d(r):
Vˆ (R) = Vˆ c(R) + Vˆ d(R) (1.4.38)
Alkali metals are 2S atoms with electronic spin s = 1/2 and electronic orbital angular
momentum l = 0 so we can have two possible symmetries when we combine the two
spins to give us either a 1Σ or 3Σ state. The isotropic potential operator can then
be thought of as being made of two components
Vˆ c(R) = V0(R)Pˆ(0) + V1(R)Pˆ(1) (1.4.39)
where V0(R) and V1(R) are the potential curves for the singlet and triplet electronic
states of the pair, respectively, and Pˆ(0) and Pˆ(1) are projection operators that
project onto singlet and triplet subspaces, respectively.
1.5 Photon-Dressed Basis Set and Hamiltonian
To incorporate the effects of rf radiation on a single atom, we build a basis set
of photon-dressed functions in an uncoupled representation, |s,ms〉|i,mi〉|N,MN〉,
where N is the photon number with respect to the average photon number N0, and
MN is the projection of the angular momentum carried by N photons. This thesis
focuses primarily on circularly polarized radiation, with either MN = N (right-
circularly polarized, σ+) or MN = −N (left-circularly polarized, σ−). The rf field is
of the form
B(t) = Brf [eˆX cos 2piνt± eˆY sin 2piνt] (1.5.40)
for σ+ and σ−, respectively, where eˆX and eˆY are unit vectors along the X and Y
axes. The Hamiltonian of an rf field with σ− polarization is
hˆrf = hν(aˆ
†
−aˆ− −N0) (1.5.41)
where aˆ− and aˆ
†
− are photon annihilation and creation operators for σ− photons.
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Figure 1.1: Photon-dressed basis scheme for circularly and linearly polarised rf ra-
diation recreated from Ref. [141]. The yellow square is equivalent to the rf-free
system. In σ± polarisation the system may follow the red/blue lines to the red/blue
squares, whilst σX polarisation may follow any diagonal path including the grey
arrows to the grey squares.
The interaction of the rf field with an atom is written
hˆintrf =
µBBrf
2
√
N0
[
(gS sˆ+ + giiˆ+)aˆ
†
− + (gS sˆ− + giiˆ−)aˆ−
]
, (1.5.42)
where Brf is the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field, sˆ+ and sˆ− are raising
and lowering operators for the electron spin and iˆ+ and iˆ− are the corresponding
operators for the nuclear spin. For σ+ polarization, aˆ+ replaces aˆ
†
− and aˆ
†
+ replaces
aˆ− in Eq. (1.5.42). For σX radiation with rf field B(t) = Brf cos 2piνt, both σ+ and
σ− coupling terms are present, renormalized by a factor of 1/2. The off-diagonal
non-zero matrix elements from the rf field are given by the raising and lowering
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Figure 1.2: Photon-dressed basis scheme for pi-polarised rf radiation. The yellow
square is equivalent to the rf-free system. In pi polarisation the system may follow
only the verticle green arrows.
operators sˆ± and iˆ±
〈s,ms ± 1|sˆ±|s,ms〉 = [s(s+ 1)−ms(ms ± 1)] 12 (1.5.43)
〈i,mi ± 1|ˆi±|i,mi〉 = [i(i+ 1)−mi(mi ± 1)] 12 (1.5.44)
and photon creation and annihilation operators with non-zero matrix elements
〈N + 1,MN ± 1|aˆ†±|N,MN〉 = (N0 +N + 1)
1
2 ; (1.5.45)
〈N − 1,MN ∓ 1|aˆ±|N,MN〉 = (N0 +N) 12 ; (1.5.46)
〈N,MN |aˆ†±aˆ±|N,MN〉 = N0 +N. (1.5.47)
We assume N0  N , so that the matrix elements of aˆ†± and aˆ± cancel with the
factor N
1/2
0 in the denominator of Eq. (1.5.42). With this assumption Eq. 1.5.41 can
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also be simplified to
hˆrf = hνN (1.5.48)
It is also worth noting that the rf radiation may be pi-polarised, where the field
is polarised along the z-axis and of the same form as a σX polarised field. In this
case sˆ± and iˆ± in Eq. 1.5.42 are replaced with sˆz and iˆz; a pi-polarised rf field can
only drive transitions between states with equal projected angular momentum.
Using Eq. 1.5.42 and knowing the matrix elements 1.5.43-1.5.46 we can visualse
the rf-dressed basis set as shown in figure 1.1 which is recreated from reference [141].
The centre square represents the undressed basis set in the rf-free case and, depend-
ing on the polarisation of the rf field, one may move on a particular diagonal from
the centre with σX polarisation being able to drive transitions along any diagonal. A
similar diagram can be created for atoms dressed by pi-polarised rf radiation, shown
in Fig. 1.2, where one can only move vertically with no change in MF .
1.6 Computer Programs
The work presented in this thesis used several programs for the different calculations
required. The most used program was MOLSCAT [142], used for all scattering
calculations throughout the work. The related programs BOUND and FIELD
[143] were used in Chapter 2 for bound-state calculations and locating bound states
as a function of magnetic field at a specified energy, respectively.
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Chapter 2
Creating Feshbach Resonances for
Ultracold Molecule Formation
With Radio-Frequency Fields
Many of the applications of ultracold molecules mentioned in the previous chap-
ter depend upon long-range dipole-dipole interactions. Polar molecules such as
heteronuclear alkali-metal dimers are particularly attractive candidates for strong
long-range interactions of this type because they tend to possess large electric dipole
moments, meaning their interactions can be more easily tuned using an external elec-
tric field. Other factors influence the choice of molecule such as collisional stability;
avoiding exchange reactions of the type
AB + AB → A2 +B2
is an important consideration. Z˙uchowski et al. showed that many heteronuclear
alkali-metal dimers are thermodynamically stable to such reactions [146], including
KCs which possesses a large electric dipole moment of 1.92 Debye [147]. Potassium
also has a stable fermionic isotope making 40KCs one of two fermionic alkali-metal
diatomic molecules (along with 23Na40K) stable against exchange reactions, as well
as two stable bosonic isotpes (39K and 41K) which in total offers access to three
possible isotopologues of KCs. For these reasons there has been considerable interest
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in recent years in producing ultracold molecules of KCs. [67, 148, 149].
The work presented in this chapter was done in collaboration with Ting Xie,
who contributed to the program used here and performed some calculations on
which parts of Section 2.3 are based.
2.1 Feshbach Resonances and Magnetoassociation
Magnetoassociation has been a successful method for producing alkali-metal dimers,
with the formation of ultracold 40K87Rb [69], 87Rb133Cs [61, 63], 23Na40K [71] and
23Na87Rb [150] molecules in their absolute ground states. A two-step process is re-
quired to form these molecules in their ground states; molecules are first formed in a
vibrationally excited state by magnetoassociation, in which atom pairs are converted
into weakly bound molecules by ramping a magnetic field across a magnetically tun-
able zero-energy Feshbach resonance. The resulting “Feshbach molecules” are then
transferred to the polar ground state by Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STI-
RAP) [151], a two-photon process where the ground state is coupled to the bound
state via an intermediate electronically excited state.
A Feshbach resonance [152] is an example of a scattering resonance which arises
from the coupling of a bound state to the entrance channel. In particular, a Fesh-
bach resonance occurs when a bound state of a closed channel is coincident in energy
with the entrance channel. Another example of a scattering resonance is a shape
resonance, which occurs when a bound state of the entrance channel exists at the
energy of the colliding atoms behind a centrifugal barrier. If the collision energy is
fixed at, or close to, the energy of the entrance channel, this kind of resonance is
known as a zero-energy Feshbach resonance. Bound-state energies can be varied us-
ing an external magnetic field to create a magnetic zero-energy Feshbach resonance;
the Zeeman interaction of some bound states differs from the entrance channel and
so it is possible they can move across threshold. The avoided crossing formed be-
tween the threshold and bound state allows molecules to be formed adiabatically
from the colliding atoms; in a Feshbach ramp [50, 51] the magnetic field starts at a
magnitude greater than the resonance position and is swept down in strength across
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the resonance to transfer the atoms to the molecular bound state.
Scattering properties show distinctive features in the vicinity of a resonance. For
a system with a single open channel in a magnetic field, the effect of a zero-energy
Feshbach resonance on the scattering length, a, can be quantified as [153, 154]
a(B) = abg
(
1− ∆
B −B0
)
(2.1.1)
where the background scattering length, abg, is the scattering length outside the
influence of the resonance, B is the magnetic field strength, B0 is the resonance
position in magnetic field and ∆ denotes the resonance width in magnetic field. At
the point where B = B0 the bound state and entrance channel have equal energy
and there is a pole in the scattering length. In principle this also offers some control
over the interactions of colliding atoms as the magnetic field near a resonance can
be varied to change the scattering length [155].
In the case of inelasticicty resulting from multiple open channels the scattering
length must be complex, a = α− iβ. The variation of a across a Feshbach resonance
in such a case is
a(B) = abg +
ares
2(B −B0)/ΓBinel + i
(2.1.2)
where ares is the resonant scattering length that is related to the strength of the
resonance, and ΓBinel is a Breit-Wigner width that describes the decay of the resonant
bound state to separate atoms [156]. The procedure by whichMOLSCAT converges
on a resonance is described in reference [157].
A major problem in producing molecules via magnetoassociation is that it is
possible only if there is a Feshbach resonance of suitable width (≥ 1 mG) at a
magnetic field where there is a lucky combination of intraspecies and interspecies
scattering lengths. Ideally, all three scattering lengths have moderate positive values
to allow cooling, condensate formation and mixing of the two atomic clouds. For the
intraspecies scattering lengths, negative values cause condensate collapse, whereas
excessively positive values cause loss through fast 3-body recombination. For the
interspecies scattering length, a large negative value can cause collapse of the mixed
condensate, while a large positive value can make the condensates of the two species
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immiscible. Although magnetoassociation can be carried out in low-temperature
thermal gases that are not subject to condensate collapse, it is much less efficient
than in condensates and does not produce high densities of molecules. This is the
so-called one-field problem, because a single field must be chosen to satisfy several
different criteria, and such a field may not (often does not) exist.
2.2 Magnetic Feshbach Resonances in 39KCs
Patel et al. previously considered the possibilities for magnetoassociation to form
molecules in mixtures of 39K, 40K and 41K with 133Cs [67] by performing coupled-
channel calculations of the Feshbach resonance positions and widths, using inter-
action potentials obtained from extensive spectroscopic studies [158]. In all three
systems, Feshbach resonances with widths suitable for magnetoassociation were iden-
tified. However, the background intraspecies and interspecies scattering lengths
around the resonances present problems. In particular, the intraspecies scattering
length for 133Cs (see Figure 2.1) is very large and positive except in relatively narrow
windows around 21 G, 559 G and 894 G [159], and for 39KCs and 40KCs there were
no suitable interspecies Feshbach resonances that lie in these regions.
Gro¨bner et al. measured six Feshbach resonances for several spin mixtures of 39K
+ 133Cs, and the triplet interaction potential of Ref. [158] was modified to fit these
observations [66]. This section presents coupled-channel calculations for 39K +133 Cs
using the modified potential of Gro¨bner et al. Calculations were performed using
the same uncoupled basis set as Patel et al. and Gro¨bner et al.
|sK,ms,K〉|iK,mi,K〉|sCs,ms,Cs〉|iCs,mi,Cs〉|L,ML〉,
where s and i are the respective electronic and nuclear spins for each atom, and ms/i
are the projections of these spins onto the quantisation axis. In a magnetic field the
sum of the projections, Mtot, is a conserved quantity given by
Mtot = ms,K +mi,K +ms,Cs +mi,Cs +ML, (2.2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Intraspecies s-wave scattering length for caesium as a function of mag-
netic field with entrance channel |fCs,mf,Cs〉+ |fCs,mf,Cs〉 = |3, 3〉+ |3, 3〉.
and in the case where L = 0, Mtot = MF where MF = ms,K + mi,K + ms,Cs + mi,Cs
is the sum of the projections of the atomic angular momentum.
The results of Gro¨bner et al. [66] were recreated, and Fig. 2.2 shows the calcu-
lated interspecies scattering length with entrance channel |fK,mf,K〉+ |fCs,mf,Cs〉 =
|1, 1〉+ |3, 3〉, and bound-state energies relative to the lowest MF = 4 threshold, for
39K +133 Cs as a function of magnetic field up to 1000 G. A total of 33 bound states
cross zero energy in figure 2.2 (b) below 1000 G, and Feshbach resonances identified
by poles in the scattering length can be observed in the scattering length, the back-
ground value of which is approximately +64.5 bohr - ideal for magnetoassociation.
The widths of these resonances vary from nG to several G (the effects of the narrow-
est resonances cannot be seen in figure 2.2 (a)); those over 1 mG in width, and thus
suitable for magnetoassociation, are summarised in table 2.1. It can be seen that
whilst resonances do exist with widths large enough for use in magnetoassociation,
there are none present at the few magnetic field strengths where the intraspecies
scattering length of caesium is positive and of moderate magnitude, presenting an
obstacle to forming ultracold 39KCs via magnetoassociation.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Interspecies s-wave scattering length with entrance channel
|fK,mf,K〉+ |fCs,mf,Cs〉 = |1, 1〉+ |3, 3〉, including d-wave functions.
(b) Energies of near-threshold bound states for all Mtot = 4 states of
39KCs with
L = 0, 2 relative to the |1, 1〉+ |3, 3〉 threshold.
2.3 rf-Induced Feshbach Resonances in 39KCs
It is possible that rf fields can be used to produce new Feshbach resonances that
offer additional possibilities for magnetoassociation, and may provide a solution to
the one-field problem in heteronuclear systems. In particular, they may be used
to produce resonances at magnetic fields where the scattering lengths have desired
properties; for the magnetoassociation of 39KCs it would be advantageous to create a
resonance at a magnetic field where the intraspecies scattering length of caesium is of
moderate magnitude. Formally similar resonances have been considered previously
in homonuclear systems: Tscherbul et al. studied the rf-modification of magnetic
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B0 / G ∆ / G L MF
359.87 0.011 2 5
360.74 4.326 0 4
442.43 0.372 0 4
763.72 0.031 2 6
828.37 0.005 2 4
841.91 0.002 2 4
864.21 0.002 0 4
929.60 0.045 0 4
978.99 0.019 2 3
985.67 1.065 0 4
Table 2.1: All calculated resonances over 1 mG in width for 39KCs, including quan-
tum numbers associated with the resonant bound state, recreated from Gro¨bner et
al. [66].
Feshbach resonances and rf-induced resonances in the excited a+e channel of 87Rb
[160]; Hanna et al. looked at both rf-induced resonances and rf-dressed atomic states
from an MQDT perspective in 6Li, as well as the coupling of two bound states in
87Rb [141]; Smith explored inducing resonances in 7Li by modulating a magnetic field
[161]; and Ding et al. investigated the modification of existing resonances in 87Rb
as well as inducing transitions between different hyperfine states [103]. Molecules
such as 85Rb2,
40K87Rb and 52Cr2 have also been formed by direct rf association
[104, 162, 163].
The coupled-channel calculations presented in this section use the decoupled
basis set above, dressed with photons as described in Section 1.5
|sK,ms,K〉|iK,mi,K〉|sCs,ms,Cs〉|iCs,mi,Cs〉|L,mL〉|N,MN〉 (2.3.4)
The work presented in this section considers rf radiation polarised in the XY plane,
specifically σ+ (right-circularly polarised) and σX (plane polarised). In both these
cases Mtot = MF + ML + MN is a conserved quantity. The basis set used for the
following calculations is also restricted to functions with |N | ≤ 2, which we write as
Nmax = 2, and the required Mtot. Figure 2.3 shows the near-threshold L = 0 bound
states of 39KCs, in the absence of rf radiation, for both MF = 4, corresponding to
39K and 133Cs atoms in their absolute ground states, and MF = 3. All levels are
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Figure 2.3: Thresholds (dashed lines) and near-threshold bound states (solid lines)
for 39KCs in the absence of RF radiation for MF = 4 (blue) and MF = 3 (green).
The inset shows an expanded view of the region considered in detail. All energies
are relative to the lowest MF = 4 threshold.
shown relative to the lowest MF = 4 threshold, and the two MF = 3 thresholds,
corresponding to |fK,mf,K〉+ |fCs,mf,Cs〉 = |1, 0〉+ |3, 3〉 and |1, 1〉+ |3, 2〉, are shown
as dashed green lines. At fields near 21 G, where the scattering length of Cs allows
cooling to condensation, it may be seen that there are MF = 3 bound states that
lie about 67 and 80 MHz below the MF = 4 threshold.
An rf frequency of 79.7 MHz is chosen to bring one of the MF = 3 states into
resonance with the MF = 4 threshold near 21 G. We carry out scattering calculations
in the field-dressed basis set for Mtot = 4 to identify Feshbach resonances. Fig. 2.4
shows the calculated interspecies scattering length for 39K+133Cs collisions in the
region around 21 G for a variety of strengths of the rf field, Brf , with σ+ polarization
and Lmax = 0. It may be seen that a new resonance is induced, with a width that
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Figure 2.4: Calculated scattering length for 39K+133Cs, in the presence of a σ+
rf field at a frequency of 79.7 MHz and Nmax = 2, with differing strengths Brf
(increasing from right to left). The dashed vertical lines indicate the position of a
pole in magnetic field.
varies approximately quadratically with rf field. To a good approximation the width
∆ is 6.8× 10−5 B2rf/G. The rf-induced resonance is also shifted significantly from its
rf-free position, again nearly quadratically with field. An rf field with Brf ≈ 4 G is
required to induce a resonance with the required width on the mG scale needed for
efficient magnetoassociation. The widths and positions for the resonances induced
in Fig. 2.4 are detailed in Table 2.2.
The rf fields considered in this work are large, but comparable to those considered
previously for rf frequencies of tens of MHz [141, 160]. For requencies below 10 MHz
rf intensities up to a few G are typically possible, but in experiments amplitudes are
limited to less than 1 G for the frequencies considered in this work [164]. However, rf
fields up to 6 G with frequencies of around 20 MHz have been applied in experiments
to involving 87Rb on atom chips, and higher fields are achievable [107].
The resonances shown in Fig. 2.4 are lossless, so appear as true poles in the
scattering length. This is because the incoming channel is the lowest that exists
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Brf / G B0 / G ∆ / G
1.0 21.52 6.74× 10−5
2.0 21.51 2.70× 10−4
4.0 21.46 1.08× 10−3
6.0 21.38 2.43× 10−3
8.0 21.27 4.33× 10−3
10.0 21.13 6.77× 10−3
Table 2.2: Calculated widths and positions in magnetic field for the rf-induced
resonances shown in Fig. 2.4
for Mtot = 4 and the molecular state that is coupled to it by rf radiation is a true
bound state, below the lowest threshold. However, there are two decay mechanisms
that can actually exist. First, if the rf radiation has σX rather than σ+ polarization,
it can couple to an Mtot = 4 channel with MF = 3, L = 0, N = −1,MN = 1.
Because N = −1, this lies below the incoming channel. The resonance is then
characterized by a resonant scattering length ares in addition to the width ∆: the
real part of the scattering length exhibits an oscillation of amplitude ±ares/2 instead
of a pole, and the imaginary part exhibits a narrow peak of magnitude ares [156].
The calculations of Fig. 2.4 were repeated for σX polarization, and found ares = 1.6×
107(G/Brf)
2 bohr. These very large values of ares correspond to very weakly decayed
resonances, and should not cause problems in magnetoassociation. Secondly, even
for σ+ polarization, channels with L > 0 and ML 6= 0 can cause collisionally assisted
one-photon decay, mediated by the atomic spin dipolar (or second-order spin-orbit)
interaction. In the present case, for example, there is a channel MF = 3, L =
2,ML = 2, N = −1,MN = −1, and thus MF +ML = 5,Mtot = 4, that lies below the
incoming channel. Such d-wave participation can in principle cause loss. However,
this is a very weak process because of the weakness of the spin-dipolar coupling.
The calculations of Fig. 2.4 were repeated with all L = 2 channels for Mtot = 4
included; in this case the resonance is close to pole-like with ares = 1.0 × 107 bohr
for Brf = 10 G. Once again, therefore, this loss process should not cause problems
in magnetoassociation.
The resonant scattering length ares is given by [156]
ares = −2abg∆/ΓBinel, (2.3.5)
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where ΓBinel is a Breit-Wigner width that describes decay of the field-dressed bound
state to atoms. This may be converted into a lifetime for the field-dressed molecules,
τ =
∣∣∣∣ ~ΓBinel∆µ
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ −~ares2∆µabg∆
∣∣∣∣ , (2.3.6)
where ∆µ is the difference in magnetic moments between the molecular state and
the incoming channel, ∆µ = µmolecule − µatoms. The value ares = 1.7 × 105 bohr
obtained for σX polarization with Brf = 10 G corresponds to a molecular lifetime of
188 ms for photon-assisted decay to the lower field-dressed threshold; the lifetime is
approximately proportional to B−4rf , as expected for a 2-photon decay pathway, so
increases fast as the rf field is decreased. This decay of course persists only as long
as the rf field is switched on.
A different type of decayed rf-induced resonance may be observed if the rf radia-
tion couples the incoming state to a molecular state that is itself above a threshold
to which it can decay. At least two such cases may be identified. Tscherbul et al.
[160] and Hanna et al. [141] both considered rf-induced resonances due to bound
states of 87Rb2 near the a+e (|1, 1〉+ |2,−1〉) excited hyperfine threshold of 87Rb;
these bound states can decay to lower open channels with the same MF through rf-
independent mechanisms, so the resonances are strongly decayed and the molecules
have a finite lifetime even after the rf field is switched off. Hanna et al. [141] also
considered resonances due to bound states of 6Li2 that lie above the lowest open
channel, but have different MF ; these can decay to L = 2 open channels by rf-free
spin-dipolar coupling, or through 2-photon rf coupling for σX polarization.
The coupled-channel approach adopted includes the effect of the rf field non-
perturbatively. However, for the rf fields considered here, the resonance widths are
clearly dominated by direct couplings from the incoming channel to the resonant
bound state. Under these circumstances, the width of the resonance is proportional
to the square of a bound-continuum matrix element I of the rf perturbation hˆintrf +hˆrf ,
∆ =
piI2
k∆µabg
, (2.3.7)
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where
I = 〈ψbound| hˆintrf + hˆrf |ψincoming〉 . (2.3.8)
The incoming wave function is essentially a product of field-dressed atomic functions
|αKmf,K〉 and |αCsmf,Cs〉 and a radial function χk(r). At the low magnetic fields
considered here, the atomic functions are approximately |f,mf〉 = |1, 1〉 for 39K and
|3, 3〉 for 133Cs. The molecular wave functions are more complicated, but for the
specific case of 39KCs, Fig. 2.3 shows that the near-threshold bound states are mostly
nearly parallel to the thresholds, indicating that they have similar spin character
to the thresholds where this is true. If the scattering lengths for the MF = 3 and
4 thresholds were identical, the incoming and bound-state radial functions would
be orthogonal to one another, which would produce a very small matrix element
I because the spin part of the rf coupling is almost independent of r. In general
terms, therefore, the rf coupling is strongest for systems where the scattering lengths
for the incoming and bound-state channels differ most, and thus where the singlet
and triplet scattering lengths are very different. It is reasonably straightforward to
construct a complete map of the near-threshold bound states for any specific system
using BOUND and FIELD, but some experimentation is needed to establish which
bound states produce rf-induced resonances with useful widths.
Although the resonance widths are dominated by direct couplings between the
incoming channel and the resonant bound state, the shifts are not. Figure 2.5 shows
the resonance positions as a function of B2rf for both σ+ and σX polarization, for
basis sets with both Nmax = 2 (essentially converged) and Nmax = 1 (unconverged).
The smaller basis sets give widths that are unchanged to 1 part in 103 compared to
the larger ones, but the resonance positions shift substantially; they are still close
to quadratic in Brf , but with different coefficients. This arises because the MF = 3,
N = 1 bound state that causes the resonances is shifted by ac-Zeeman couplings to
both N = 0 and N = 2 states, but the latter couplings are omitted for the smaller
basis sets. The shifts are also significantly different for the two polarizations. The
coupled-channel approach used here provides a straightforward way to capture such
effects properly.
Resonances of the type described here will exist for all the alkali-metal dimers.
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Figure 2.5: Calculated resonance positions as a function of B2rf for σ+ (black lines)
and σX polarization (orange lines), for basis sets with Nmax = 1 (dashed lines) and
Nmax = 2 (solid lines).
For all such dimers except those containing 40K, the lowest threshold in a magnetic
field has MF,ground = ia+ ib−1. For those containing 40K, which has inverted hyper-
fine structure, MF,ground = ia+ib. In both cases, there are Zeeman-excited thresholds
with MF < MF,ground. However, the lowest thresholds with MF > MF,ground always
correlate with excited hyperfine states and are substantially higher in energy. As
for 39KCs, resonances due to bound states with MF = MF,ground − 1 are likely to be
pole-like, with only weak decay as described above.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that radio-frequency fields can be used to engi-
neer magnetically tunable Feshbach resonances in regions of magnetic field where
they did not previously exist. This capability may allow the creation of resonances
at magnetic fields where the intraspecies and interspecies scattering lengths have
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values that are favorable for evaporative or sympathetic cooling, and where stable
mixed condensates may be created. This in turn may allow magnetoassociation to
form molecules from otherwise intractable pairs of ultracold atoms. The resonances
considered are different from those of refs. [160], [141] and [103] both because the
molecules that can be created at them are heteronuclear and because they are truly
bound, so cannot decay to lower atomic thresholds after the rf radiation is switched
off.
This chapter describes using an rf field to bring bring bound states into reso-
nance with a threshold to create new Feshbach resonances. This is conceptually the
simplest approach, but a similar effect could be achieved with the difference between
two laser frequencies, with different (and potentially more versatile) selection rules
governing which bound states can cause resonances.
Chapter 3
Inelastic Losses in Radio-frequency
Dressed Magnetic Traps
Radio-frequency-dressed magnetic traps confine ultracold atoms in adiabatic poten-
tials [116]. Since the technique was first proposed in 2001 [114] and experimentally
realised in 2004 with atoms of 87Rb [115], it has been used to create novel geometries
such as shells [117] and rings [119–121]. The advantages of rf-dressing include low
heating rates and smooth trapping potentials that can be easily altered by adjusting
the parameters of the rf field. The technique has found uses in atom interferometry
[122, 165–167] and as a way to modify interactions between lattice sites in optical
potentials [127, 168, 169].
There are various sources of atom loss in rf-dressed traps. The rf-dressed state
that is adiabatically trapped is not the lowest in energy that exists and so non-
adiabatic loss mechanisms are an important consideration. Non-adiabatic one-body
losses have been analysed previously [115, 119, 170], and such losses may be made
acceptably small by avoiding very low rf coupling strengths.
Additional loss mechanisms exist beyond the one-body case. In an inelastic
collision pairs of atoms collide and release kinetic energy if there is a lower energy
state available, and the recoil can eject them from the trap. The rate coefficient
for this two-body loss, k2, is proportional to the imaginary part of the complex
34
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scattering length, β, and is given by
k2 =
2hgαβ
µ
(3.0.1)
in the limit that E → 0, where µ is the reduced mass and gα is a symmetry factor
equal to 2 for identical bosons and 1 for all other cases [153]. The rate of loss for a
two-body collision is described by a second order rate equation given by
r = k2ρAρB (3.0.2)
where ρA/B is the density of species A/B.
3.1 Radio-frequency Dressed Magnetic Traps
In an rf-dressed magnetic trap atoms are trapped using a combination of magnetic
and rf fields, and are confined in an adiabatic potential obtained by diagonalizing a
Hamiltonian in a basis set of rf-dressed atomic states. The uncoupled atomic basis
set is written
|s,ms〉|i,mi〉|N,MN〉. (3.1.3)
To describe an rf-dressed trap for an f = 1 atom requires Nmax = 1, and in the
absence of the couplings involving the photon annihilation and creation operators
(Eq 1.5.42), states with different values of mf and different N cross as a function of
magnetic field at a point B0. These states cross when the Zeeman splitting is equal
to the rf photon energy, so B0 can be estimated using the frequency of the rf field,
ν, and the Lande´ g-factor, gf , of the atom
B0 =
ν~
|gf |µB (3.1.4)
For 87Rb, with s = 1/2, i = 3/2, and 3.0 MHz radiation, the (f,mf , N) = (1,+1, 1),
(1, 0, 0) and (1,−1,−1) states all cross near B = 4.27 G, as shown in Fig. 3.1. If the
radiation has σ− polarization, these three states all have the same total projection
quantum number Matomtot = ms + mi + MN ; each σ− polarised photon carries an
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Figure 3.1: rf-dressed atomic levels of f = 1 states of 87Rb for frequency 3.0 MHz
and photon numbers N = −1, 0 and 1, shown with respect to the energy of the
f = 1, mf = 0 state for N = 0. Solid lines show levels for zero rf intensity and
dashed curves show levels for Brf = 0.5 G with σ− polarisation and Matomtot = 0.
Atoms can be trapped at the minimum in the upper dashed curve.
angular momentum projection of −1 so the relevant states can now be written as
(f,mf , N,MN) = (1,+1, 1,−1), (1, 0, 0, 0) and (1,−1,−1, 1), each giving Matomtot =
0. These states are then coupled by the interaction 1.5.42, so the triple crossing
becomes a three-way avoided crossing. For Brf = 0.5 G the minimum separation
between the states, ∆E, is h× 0.35 MHz, which is given by
∆E = Brf |gf |µB (3.1.5)
Ultracold atoms in the uppermost state can be trapped in the vicinity of the avoided
crossing. These atoms are in a state whose character is principally (f,mf , N) =
(1,+1, 1) on the low-field side of the crossing, but is (1,−1,−1) on the high-field
side and a complicated superposition of all three states close to the crossing itself.
To describe an rf-dressed magnetic trap for a pair of f = 1 atoms, photon
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Figure 3.2: The rf-dressed atomic thresholds of 87Rb+87Rb for f = 1 and Mtot = 0.
The rf-induced collisions that cause trap loss are from the uppermost of these
thresholds to all the lower ones. The thresholds are calculated for ν = 3.0 MHz
and Brf = 0.5 G with σ− polarisation. Near zero magnetic field the thresh-
olds can be labelled from top to bottom as MF = 2, 1, 0,−1,−2 built from
atomic states (mf,1,mf,2) = (1, 1), (1, 0), (−1,+1) + (0, 0), (−1, 0), (−1,−1), with
N = 2, 1, 0,−1,−2, respectively.
numbers N from −2 to 2 are required. For the rf field parameters described above,
this produces atomic collision thresholds as shown for 87Rb+87Rb in Fig. 3.2. Pairs
of atoms are trapped at the highest of the 6 thresholds shown which can be labelled
with MF = mf,1 + mf,2 = 2 on the low-field side of the avoided crossings, and can
undergo inelastic collisions to produce atoms at the lower thresholds. Such inelastic
collisions release kinetic energy of at least h × 0.25 MHz ≈ kB × 12.5 µK, and the
recoil will usually eject both collision partners from the trap. The rate coefficient
for this inelastic loss is given by Eq. 3.0.1 in the limit E → 0, but a more general
expression for the loss rate in the s-wave regime is given by [171]
k2(E,B) =
2hgαβ(E,B)
µ [1 + k2|a(E,B)|2 + 2kβ(E,B)] , (3.1.6)
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where k is the wavevector for the collision, and α and β are the real and imaginary
parts of the scattering length, respectively. Resonant peaks are moderated by the
k2|a|2 term in the denominator at the collision energy of 1µK × kB used in the
following calculations.
3.2 Inelastic Collisions of Alkali Metal Atoms in
rf-Dressed Magnetic Traps
This section presents the results of coupled-channel scattering calculations for rf-
dressed states of alkali-metals 87Rb, 85Rb and 39K. Since 87Rb is a special case
with highly atypical scattering properties, collisions of the more typical 39K are first
considered. Both 87Rb and 39K possess nuclear spin i = 3/2 and consequently have
the same hyperfine ground state f = 1. Collisions of these atoms in their upper
hyperfine state f = 2 are then considered and contrasted with 85Rb which has
nuclear spin i = 5/2 and therefore ground state and upper hyperfine states f = 2
and f = 3, respectively. Heteronuclear collisions are also considered by studying
rf-dressed 87Rb+85Rb. Unless otherwise stated the rf field parameters are ν = 3.0
MHz and Brf = 0.5 G with σ− polarisation.
3.2.1 Inelastic collisions of rf-dressed 39K
The rf-dressed thresholds for 39K+39K are similar to those for a pair of 87Rb atoms
(Fig. 3.2), but the centre of the trap is shifted slightly upfield to 4.33 G because
of the smaller Lande´ g-factor of 39K. The inelastic collision rates are shown in Fig.
3.3(a), as a function of magnetic field across the trap. The solid line shows the
inelastic rate from calculations with Lmax = 2, while the dashed line shows the rate
from simplified (and computationally far cheaper) calculations with Lmax = 0. Both
calculations use photon numbers −2 ≤ N ≤ 2; adding additional values of N makes
no further difference to the results as any new dressed thresholds introduced from
the ground state hyperfine manifold cannot have Mtot = 0 and are therefore not
coupled.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 39K+39K
as a function of magnetic field, from calculations with Lmax = 2 (solid, green)
and Lmax = 0 (dashed, blue). (b) Contribution from rf-modified spin-relaxation
collisions, obtained from the difference between the Lmax = 0 and Lmax = 2 results
(red, solid) compared with rf-free spin-relaxation for (f,mf ) = (1,−1) atoms (black,
dashed).
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Figure 3.4: Height and FWHM width of the peak in inelastic rate coefficient for
39K+39K, as a function of rf amplitude Brf .
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Figure 3.5: Peak total inelastic cross sections for 39K + 39K as a function of rf
amplitude Brf .
The main source of inelasticity in 39K+39K collision exists even for Lmax = 0. It
arises from collisions that conserve mf1 + mf2 + MN and thus do not change ML;
these will be referred to as rf-induced collisions. Since L does not need to change,
there is no centrifugal barrier in the outgoing channel and no centrifugal suppression
of the inelastic rate. For Brf = 0.5 G, the loss rate peaks at k
max
2 = 6.33 × 10−14
cm3 s−1 (β = 0.015 bohr) near the trap center and dies off on either side. However,
the peak is a strong function of Brf . Figure 3.4 shows the height k
max
2 and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak as a function of Brf , obtained from
calculations with Lmax = 0; the peak width increases as Brf increases, but the peak
height decreases. While the width of these rf-induced features decreases steadily
towards 0 G, the height increases to a maximum of around 4× 10−12 cm3 s−1 with
Brf of the order of 10
−7 G, and falls off. The width increases faster than linearly with
Brf ; although the range of B across which the atomic states are strongly mixed by
rf dressing is linear in Brf , the kinetic energy released is proportional to Brf and this
affects the inelastic cross sections. The peak total inelastic cross section decreases
as with Brf , and is shown in Fig. 3.5.
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For 39K+39K, the inelastic rates are fairly similar for Lmax = 2 and Lmax = 0.
The small difference arises because, even in the absence of rf radiation, atoms in
f = 1,mf < 1 may undergo spin-relaxation collisions to produce atoms in lower
magnetic sublevels. Such collisions are driven only by the weak anisotropic part of
the interaction, V d(R) in Eq. (1.4.38). Since they change MF = mf1 + mf2, and
MF + ML must be conserved, they must also change ML. For s-wave collisions,
L is initially zero, so changing ML requires a final state with L > 0, which must
have L ≥ 2 to conserve parity. The rates of spin-relaxation collisions are therefore
suppressed because the products are trapped inside an L = 2 centrifugal barrier,
which has height kB × 1.5 mK for 39K+39K. Figure 3.3(b) shows the difference
between the Lmax = 2 and Lmax = 0 results in Fig. 3.3(a) and compares it with the
rate of spin-relaxation collisions from an rf-free calculation for two atoms initially
in the (f,mf ) = (1,−1) state. It may be seen that the difference approaches the
rf-free spin-relaxation rate at high magnetic field, where the adiabatically trapped
state is principally (1,−1). However, it decreases to zero at low magnetic field, where
the trapped state is principally (1, 1), which is the rf-free ground state and cannot
undergo inelastic collisions. At the trap center the rf-modified spin-relaxation rate
is about half its rf-free value.
The effects of linearly polarised σx rf radiation were also investigated. Mtot is
still conserved but each photon may carry angular momentum MN = ±1 since
σx polarisation is a linear comibination of σ− and σ+ circularly polarisations. A
renormalisation factor of 1/2 result in the rf matrix elements with a linearly polarised
rf field of amplitude Brf,x being equal to the rf matrix elements of a circularly
polarised rf field of amplitude Brf,x/2. This translates into near-identical loss rate
coefficients, illustrated in Fig. 3.6 with a σx polarised rf field with Brf = 0.5 G and
a σ− polarised rf field with Brf = 0.25 G. The peak difference is approximately 1
part in 1000 with respect to kmax2 (9.24 × 10−14 cm3 s−1) for σ− polarisation with
Brf = 0.25 G. These differences arise from slight shifts in collision thresholds due to
extra states included as a result of the σ+ component of the linearly polarised field.
Because perfect alignment of rf and static magnetic fields can be difficult to
achieve experimentally, arbitrary angles between the rf and magnetic fields were
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Figure 3.6: Difference in rf-induced loss between a linearly polarised rf field with
Brf = 0.5 G and a circularly polarised rf field with Brf = 0.25 G for
39K + 39K.
The left vertical axis shows the absolute difference indicated by the solid line, while
the right vertical axis shows the difference as a percentage relative to the loss in the
circularly polarised rf field shown by the dashed line.
also considered. In the case of non-perpendicular (or non-parallel) rf and magnetic
fields Mtot is no longer conserved as orthogonality between axes other than the
quantisation axis is no longer present. Within the structure of molscat this is
achieved by tilting the magnetic field by an angle θ from the Z-axis towards the
rf-field which is chosen to lie along the X-axis. Where previously the Hamiltonian
was diagonal in Mtot with Zeeman matrix elements given by Eq. 1.4.35, we now have
off-diagonal elements from the X-axis component of the magnetic field. The matrix
elements for the tilted magnetic field are
〈imi, sms|BZµB(gniˆz + gssˆz)|imi, sms〉 (3.2.7)
〈imi, sms|BXµB(gniˆ± + gssˆ±)|imi ± 1, sms ± 1〉 (3.2.8)
respectively, where BX = B sin θ and BZ = B cos θ. Because Mtot is not conserved,
every possible mf for each photon number must be included in the calculation. This
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Figure 3.7: Difference in the rf-induced loss between θ = 10◦ and θ = 0◦ calculations
for 39K+39K with all rf field parameters the same as Fig. 3.3. The left vertical axis
shows the absolute difference indicated by the solid line, while the right vertical axis
shows the difference as a percentage relative to the loss in the θ = 0◦ case shown by
the dashed line.
increases the number of open channels from 6 to 26 here and significantly impacts
the required computer time to complete a calculation. Fig. 3.7 shows the difference
in k2 between the calculation with Lmax = 0 and θ = 0
◦ shown in Fig. 3.3 and a
calculation with θ = 10◦. There is a difference of 1.20 × 10−16 cm3 s−1 at the trap
centre and a difference of around 2.75× 10−16 cm3 s−1 either side of the trap centre,
less than 1 part in 200 with respect to kmax2 = 6.33 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 shown in Fig.
3.3. These differences are due to the slight shift in collision thresholds caused by
the additional avoided crossings introduced by the extra mF states. There is also a
very sharp feature around 3.3 G caused by an avoided crossing between states which
correspond to (mf,1,mf,2, N) = (−1,−1,−1) and (1, 1, 2) at low magnetic field. The
small difference of 0.5% between the θ = 0◦ and θ = 10◦ calculations combined with
the impact on computer time leads us to conclude that calculations with θ = 0◦ are
sufficient to understand the rf-induced loss in a system.
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Figure 3.8: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss for adiabatically trapped 87Rb in f = 1
as a function of magnetic field with ν = 3.0 MHz, Brf = 0.5 G and σ− polarisation.
(a) Calculation using Lmax = 0. (b) Calculation including spin relaxation, using
Lmax = 2 (solid green line). Rate coefficients for rf-free spin relaxation are shown as
dashed lines for (1,−1)+(1,−1), dashed-dotted lines for (1,−1)+(1, 0), dotted lines
for(1, 0)+(1, 0) and long dashed lines for (1, 0)+(1, 1).
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3.2.2 Inelastic collisions of rf-dressed 87Rb
Figure 3.8 shows the calculated inelastic rate constant as a function of magnetic
field for 87Rb. Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show calculations with Lmax = 0 and 2,
respectively. In this case the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss (with Lmax = 0)
reaches a maximum of only kmax2 = 1.25× 10−20 cm3 s−1 (β = 6.47× 10−8 bohr) at
B = 4.2713 G (the trap center). This is more than 6 orders of magnitude slower than
for 39K2, and 4 orders of magnitude lower than the rf-modified spin-relaxation rate
at the trap center. Consequently Fig. 3.8(b) is totally dominated by spin relaxation.
In this case, however, the spin relaxation itself shows more complicated structure as
a function of B; the dashed lines in Fig. 3.3(b) show the rf-free spin relaxation rates
for (1, 1)+(1, 1), (1, 1)+(1, 0), (1, 1)+(1,−1) and (1, 0)+(1,−1) collisions. As with
39K, the losses for rf-dressed states approach those for rf-free (1, 1)+(1, 1) at high
magnetic field, but around the trap centre there are also contributions from other
components of the wavefunction of the rf-dressed atomic states.
The rf-induced loss rate depends strongly on the singlet and triplet scattering
lengths as and at. In order to explore this, calculations were carried out with Lmax =
0 on a set of potentials modified at short range to allow adjustment of as and at.
The functional forms of the potential curves of Strauss et al. [172] were retained, but
the short-range matching point, RSR, was changed to 3.5 A˚ for the singlet potential
and to 5.6 A˚ for the triplet potential in order to provide sufficient flexibility to
adjust the scattering lengths through a complete cycle from +∞ to −∞. The short-
range power NSR was then adjusted to obtain modified potentials with different
scattering lengths, maintaining continuity of the potential and its derivative at RSR
as described in ref. [66]. Fig. 3.9 shows the variation of as and at as a function of
NSR.
Contour plots of the resulting rf-induced peak loss rates kmax2 and the corre-
sponding real part of the scattering length arf (for collisions of rf-dressed atoms)
are shown in Figure 3.11, calculated at the trap center. Since the possible singlet
and triplet scattering lengths range from −∞ to +∞, the loss rate is displayed as a
function of two phases, defined as the fractional parts of the quantum numbers at
dissociation vD,s and vD,t for the singlet and triplet states, respectively. These each
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Figure 3.9: Variation of as (solid line) and at (dashed line) as a function of short-
range power NSR with short-range matching point RSR = 3.5 A˚.
map onto the corresponding scattering length according to
a = a¯
[
1− tan (vD + 12) pi] , (3.2.9)
where a¯ = 0.477988 . . . (2µC6/~2)−1/4 is the mean scattering length of Gribakin and
Flambaum [173] and C6 is the leading long-range dispersion coefficient. For
87Rb,
a¯ = 78.95 bohr. The mapping between scattering length and vD is in Fig. 3.10.
Figure 3.11(b) shows that kmax2 varies by more than 10 orders of magnitude as
a function of the singlet and triplet scattering lengths. Both kmax2 and arf depend
only on the fractional parts of vD for the singlet and triplet states (and hence on
as and at), as indicated by the repeating patterns in Fig. 3.11. The most striking
feature of Fig. 3.11(b) is a deep diagonal trough in the rf-induced loss rate when
vD,s ≈ vD,t (as ≈ at), with no corresponding feature in arf . Superimposed on this
are peaks in kmax2 and poles in the corresponding arf shown in Fig. 3.11(a). These
are of three different types. First, there are near-vertical bands near integer values
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Figure 3.10: Mapping between vD and the singlet and triplet scattering lengths
according to Eq. 3.2.9.
of vD,t, corresponding to |at| = ∞. These are entrance-channel resonances; they
occur near integer values of vD,t because the incoming channel is mostly triplet in
character. Secondly, there is a Feshbach resonance due to a closed channel with
excited hyperfine character (f = 2 here), which produces curving bands of peaks
in kmax2 that cross the vertical bands near vD,s = 0.1. Lastly, there is an additional
Feshbach resonance that produces very narrow vertical bands of peaks near vD,t =
0.3; these arise from pure triplet states that exist at the (f1, f2) = (1, 2) threshold
in the absence of rf and magnetic fields.
To explore the dependence of the pattern on hyperfine splitting, calculations were
repeated for a series of artificial systems with the 87Rb hyperfine splitting reduced
from its real value, using the same set of interaction potentials. The results with the
hyperfine splitting at 70% of its real value are shown in Fig. 3.12. The general form
of the contour plot is unchanged, with a deep trough around vD,s ≈ vD,t (as ≈ at)
and peaks around vertical bands at integer values of vD,t. As expected, however, the
Feshbach peaks have shifted. They now display distinct avoided crossings with the
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Figure 3.11: Contour plots of the dependence of collision properties on the fractional
part of vD for the singlet and triplet states, for adiabatically trapped
87Rb in f = 1
with ν = 3.0 MHz, Brf = 0.5 G and σ− polarisation. (a) Real part of scattering
length arf ; (b) Rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center, k
max
2 . The white
cross indicates the position of the real values of as and at for
87Rb.
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Figure 3.12: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 1 states of an artificial atom with a hyperfine splitting
0.7 times that of 87Rb. All other quantities are the same as for Fig. 3.11.
vertical bands of peaks. For some values of the hyperfine splitting, the crossings are
so strongly avoided that the vertical bands near integer vD,t are barely identifiable.
The actual singlet and triplet scattering lengths for 87Rb are indicated by a
cross on Fig. 3.11(b). This shows that 87Rb is special in two different ways. Not
only are its singlet and triplet scattering lengths quite similar, but their actual
values correspond to vD ≈ 0.5 and lie well away from the peaks due to Feshbach
resonances. The value of kmax2 at the deepest point in the trough in Fig. 3.11(a) is
about kmax2 = 3.6 × 10−20 cm3 s−1, which is not far from the value of 1.25 × 10−20
cm3 s−1 obtained for 87Rb on the potentials of ref. [172].
Figure 3.13 shows a contour plot similar to Fig. 3.12 but with the hyperfine
splitting of 39K (462 MHz). The structure is similar, with a Feshbach resonance
avoided-crossing with vertical bands of peaks at integer vD,t, though the resonances
are distinctly wider than in Figs. 3.11(b) and 3.12. The actual scattering lengths of
39K are shown as a black cross; the value of kmax2 at this point is 5.3×10−14 cm3 s−1,
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Figure 3.13: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 1 states of an artificial atom with the mass of 87Rb
with the hyperfine splitting of 39K. All other quantities are the same as for Fig. 3.11.
The black cross indicates the position of the real values of as and at for
39K.
which may be compared with kmax2 = 6.33 × 10−14 cm3 s−1 from the calculation
with the mass and interaction potentials for 39K in section 3.2.1. The difference in
these numbers arises from the fact that Fig. 3.13 was obtained using Rb interaction
potentials and reduced mass.
3.2.3 Inelastic collisions of rf-dressed f = 2 states of 87Rb+87Rb
and 39K+39K
A somewhat different case occurs for atoms in f = 2 states. Here there are 5 photon-
dressed atomic states that cross as a function of magnetic field, as shown for 87Rb
in Fig. 3.14. It requires a minimum of 5 rf-free states with photon numbers N from
−2 to 2 to describe a single trapped atom. Because in this case the atom is in its
upper hyperfine state, σ+ polarisation is required to couple the relevant rf-dressed
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Figure 3.14: rf-dressed atomic levels of f = 2 states of 87Rb for frequency 3.0 MHz
and photon numbers N = −2, -1, 0, 1 and 2, shown with respect to the energy of
the f = 2, mf = 0 state for N = 0. Solid lines show levels for zero rf intensity and
dashed lines show levels for Brf = 0.5 G and σ+ polarisation with Mtot = 0. Atoms
can be trapped at the minimum in the uppermost dashed curve.
states. Describing two such atoms requires photon numbers from −4 to 4. The
coupled-channel calculation is thus computationally considerably more expensive.
Nevertheless, the principles are exactly the same and rate coefficients for inelastic
loss can again be obtained from the imaginary part of the complex scattering length,
for atoms initially at the highest rf-dressed threshold.
Figure 3.15 shows the rate coefficient for inelastic loss for 87Rb in f = 2, as a
function of magnetic field near the trap center. As before, Fig. 3.15(a) shows the
rf-induced loss, from a calculation with Lmax = 0, while Fig. 3.15(b) shows the loss
including spin relaxation, from a calculation with Lmax = 2. The rf-induced loss
rate is about a factor of 400 larger than for 87Rb in f = 1 with kmax2 = 5.47× 10−18
cm3 s−1, but it is still much lower than the loss rate due to spin relaxation. Once
again this illustrates the special properties of 87Rb.
The dependence of kmax2 for the f = 2 states of
87Rb2 on the singlet and triplet
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Figure 3.15: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 87Rb in f = 2
as a function of magnetic field with ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G. (a) Calculation
of rf-induced loss, using Lmax = 0. (b) Calculation including spin relaxation, using
Lmax = 2.
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Figure 3.16: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 2 states of 87Rb. All other quantities are the same as
for Fig. 3.11.
scattering lengths is shown in Fig. 3.16. It has a considerably simpler structure than
Figs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, because the atoms are both in their upper hyperfine state
and there are no closed channels that can cause Feshbach resonances. The only
features are a diagonal trough for vD,s ≈ vD,t (as ≈ at) and a near-vertical band of
maxima where vD,t is close to an integer. These have the same causes as discussed
for f = 1 above.
For atoms trapped in their upper hyperfine state, with no Feshbach resonances,
the dependence of kmax2 on as and at may be expected to resemble Fig. 3.16 qualita-
tively for all atoms. However, there is a strong overall dependence on the hyperfine
coupling constant. To illustrate this, the calculations shown in Fig. 3.16 were re-
peated with the hyperfine coupling constant set to the value for 39K but the reduced
mass retained at the value for 87Rb. The results are shown in Fig. 3.17. It may be
seen that the general structure of peaks and troughs is unchanged, but the peaks
are about a factor of 200 higher for the smaller hyperfine splitting of 39K (462 MHz)
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Figure 3.17: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 2 states of an artificial atom with the mass of 87Rb
but the hyperfine splitting of 39K. All other quantities are the same as for Fig. 3.11.
The black cross indicates the position of the real values of as and at for
39K.
than for that of 87Rb (6,834 MHz).
The specific case of 39K in rf-dressed f = 2 states is of interest. Figure 3.18 shows
k2 as a function of magnetic field from calculations with Lmax = 0 and 2, using the
potentials of ref. [174]. It may be seen that, as for 39K in f = 1, the rf-induced loss
dominates the loss due to rf-modified spin relaxation. The rate coefficient peaks at
kmax2 = 5.38 × 10−13 cm3 s−1. The rf-induced loss is about 5 orders of magnitude
faster than for 87Rb, and again more typical. The value is comparable to the one
from Fig. 3.17 at the values of vD,s and vD,t for
39K, shown with a black cross, which
is kmax2 = 2.34 × 10−13 cm3 s−1. Again, the difference between these two values
arise because the calculations in Fig. 3.17 used the reduced mass and interaction
potentials for 87Rb rather than 39K.
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Figure 3.18: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 39K in f = 2
as a function of magnetic field with ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G. Results are
shown including spin relaxation, using Lmax = 2 (solid, green) and for rf-induced
loss alone, using Lmax = 0 (dashed, blue).
3.2.4 Inelastic collisions of rf-dressed 85Rb
Another case of interest is atoms for which f = 2 is not the highest state, such as
85Rb. The rf-dressed thresholds for 85Rb in f = 2 require the same photon numbers
as 87Rb and 39K in f = 2 (but with σ− polarisation), and are similar to those in Fig.
3.14 but the trap centre is shifted upfield to 6.42 G due to the smaller Lande´ g-factor
of 85Rb. The rf-induced loss rate is shown as a function of magnetic field in Fig.
3.19. The loss with Lmax = 0 shows a similar profile to
87Rb but the maximum loss
is 3 orders of magnitude larger, with kmax2 = 3.34 × 10−15 cm3 s−1. Like 87Rb, the
rf-induced loss is dominated by rf-modified spin relaxation but the differences in the
respective loss rates is only one order of magnitude, compared to a difference of 4
orders of magnitude beween the rf-induced loss and rf-modified spin relaxation loss
in 87Rb. Including spin relaxation, the loss in the presence of an rf field approaches
the rf-free spin relaxation loss as a function of magnetic field for two colliding 85Rb
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Figure 3.19: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 85Rb in f =
2 as a function of magnetic field with ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G and σ−
polarisation. Results are shown including spin relaxation, using Lmax = 2 (solid,
green) and for rf-induced loss alone, using Lmax = 0 (dashed, blue). The dashed
black line shows the rf-free spin relaxation for 85Rb atoms in (f,mf ) = (2,−2).
atoms in (f,mf ) = (2,−2), shown by the dashed black line in Fig. 3.19.
Given that as 6= at in 85Rb (as ≈ 2560 bohr and at ≈ −380 bohr), it is somewhat
unexpected that the rf-induced loss is dominated by spin relaxation. The dependence
of kmax2 on as and at is shown by the contour plot Fig. 3.20. k
max
2 varies by over
10 orders of magnitude and, as expected for an atom not in its highest hyperfine
state, there is a curving Feshbach structure originating from closed f = 3 channels.
There is also a pure triplet Feshbach resonance indicated by the faint vertical band
at around vD = 0.4. The black cross indicates where the real values of as and at
for 85Rb lie, and it highlights an interesting coincidence; the cross lies very close
to a trough, but the loss is enhanced by the proximity of a Feshbach resonance.
This enhancement closes the gap in magnitude between the rf-induced loss and
rf-modified spin relaxation loss.
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Figure 3.20: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 2 states of 85Rb. All other quantities are the same as
for Fig. 3.11. The black cross indicates the position of the real values of as and at
for 85Rb.
Collisions of a pair of rf-dressed 85Rb atoms in f = 3 require photon numbersN =
6 to−6 (and σ+ polarisation). As with 87Rb, the inelastic loss is greater at the higher
hyperfine manifold but with an increase of 1 order of magnitude compared to 2 orders
in 87Rb; Fig. 3.21 shows that the rf-induced loss rate coefficient has a maximum of
2.27×10−14 cm3 s−1, about 2.4×104 larger than for 87Rb in f = 2. The rf-modified
spin relaxation is only about four times greater than the rf-induced loss, compared to
the order of magnitude for the f = 2 case, and approaches the rf-free spin relaxation
loss rates for (mf,1,mf,2) = (3, 3) and (−3,−3) on the left and right hand sides of
kmax2 , respectively. The contour plot of Fig. 3.22 shows the expected structure for
colliding alkali-metal atoms in their upper hyperfine states, qualitatively resembling
Fig. 3.16 but with resonant peaks in kmax2 an order of magnitude higher compared
to 87Rb in its upper hyperfine state. The position of the cross in Fig. 3.22 also
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Figure 3.21: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 85Rb in f =
3 as a function of magnetic field with ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G and σ+
polarisation. Results are shown including spin relaxation, using Lmax = 2 (solid,
green) and for rf-induced loss alone, using Lmax = 0 (dashed, blue). The dashed
black lines indicate the rf-free spin relaxation for mf,1,mf,2) = (3, 3), and the dotted
black lines for (−3,−3).
shows that the rf-induced loss is enhanced by the entrance channel resonance at
vD,t = 1.0, resulting in the reduced difference between the rf-induced and rf-modified
spin relaxation losses.
3.2.5 Inelastic collisions of rf-dressed 87Rb+85Rb
Collisions in heteronuclear mixtures are also of interest. Dressed with one rf field,
the different Lande´ g-factors of the atoms will result in two sets of avoided crossings
in the collision thresholds separated in magnetic field. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.23
with 87Rb+85Rb in their respective hyperfine ground states of f = 1 and f = 2.
The separation of the avoided crossings in magnetic field, ∆B, can be written
∆B = |B0,a −B0,b| = |ν~
µB
(|gf,1|−1 − |gf,2|−1) | (3.2.10)
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Figure 3.22: Contour plot of the rate coefficient for rf-induced loss at the trap center,
for adiabatically trapped f = 3 states of 85Rb. All other quantities are the same as
for Fig. 3.21. The black cross indicates the position of the real values of as and at
for 85Rb.
where B0,a/b is the position in magnetic field where the Zeeman splitting equals the
rf photon energy for atom a/b given by Eq. 3.1.4. For 87Rb+85Rb with (f87, f85) =
(1, 2) ∆B = 2.2 G. A complete set of thresholds is obtained using Nmax = 3, with
one photon needed to describe 87Rb in f = 1, and two required for 85Rb in f = 2.
The thresholds are influenced by both atoms with each leaving a distinctive mark;
the set of avoided crossings around 4.2 G and 6.4 G are due to 87Rb and 85Rb,
respectively. Both 87Rb and 85Rb are trapped in the top threshold of Fig. 3.23 which
has (mf,87,mf,85, N) = (1, 2, 3) character on the low-field side of the crossings. We
choose this threshold as the entrance channel in the following calculations.
The two-body loss as a function of magnetic field is shown in Fig. 3.24. In
this case the loss rate peaks in a region between between the two sets of avoided
crossings around 5.4 G. The magnitude of the loss in this case is much larger than
in any homonuclear system previously considered, with a difference of three orders
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Figure 3.23: Rf-dressed thresholds for 87Rb+85Rb in their hyperfine ground states
and Mtot = 0, in an rf field with parameters ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G with σ−
polarisation.
of magnitude between this and the loss rate for 39K in f = 2. The rf-induced loss
is on the same order of magnitude as the rf-free spin exchange for (mf,87,mf,85) =
(−1, 2) which shown by the dashed black line in Fig. 3.24, and converges on it
with decreasing Brf . Spin exchange is relevant because ∆B is non-zero, leading
to regions in magnetic field which the rf-dressed atoms may adiabatically transfer
into a well defined state and undergo rf-free spin exchange; in homonuclear cases
rf-free spin exchange was not possible as the rf-dressed atoms transfered between
two spin-stretched states via a single region of strong rf coupling at the trap centre.
At magnetic fields around 4.5 G to 6.5 G the entrance channel has well defined
character (mf,87,mf,85, N) = (−1, 2, 1). This can be understood by following the
(−1, 2, 1) state diabatically from low field, as indicated by the dashed red line in
Fig. 3.23. The blue and green dashed lines diabatically follow the (0, 1, 1) or (1, 0, 1)
states, to which (−1, 2, 1) may decay via spin exchange. As Brf is decreased the
(−1, 2, 1) character of the entrance channel increases in the region between the two
sets of avoided crossings. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.25 which reconstructs the
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Figure 3.24: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss of adiabatically trapped 87Rb+85Rb
in their hyperfine ground states as a function of magnetic field with the same rf
field parameters as Fig. 3.23. Results are shown for several values of Brf with
Lmax = 0 using dashed blue, green and cyan lines for Brmrf = 0.5, 0.25 and 0.05
G, respectively. The dashed black line shows the rf-free spin exchange loss rate for
(mf,87,mf,85) = (−1, 2).
rf-free spin exchange loss in the rf-dressed case by using Brf = 0.05 G and chooses
the entrance channel for a value of magnetic field that corresponds to the dashed
red diabat of 3.23. When Brf is increased the couplings between rf-dressed states
increase and the avoided crossings become more pronounced, shrinking the region in
which the entrance channel has (−1, 2, 1) character; the mixing of lower rf-dressed
states that cannot undergo spin exchange leads to a less well defined state and so
suppresses the spin exchange mechanism.
3.3 Conclusions
Cold atoms in rf-dressed traps may undergo inelastic collisions by mechanisms that
do not occur in the absence of an rf field. These inelastic collisions may lead to trap
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Figure 3.25: Rate coefficient for inelastic loss for 87Rb+85Rb for several incoming
channels which correspond to the (mf,87,mf,85, N) = (−1, 2, 1) channel in certain
regions in magnetic field, as indicated by the dashed red line in Fig. 3.23: red for
left of the avoided crossings, cyan for between the sets of avoided crossings and
magenta for the right of the avoided crossings. The dashed black line shows the
rf-free spin-exchange loss rate for (mf,87,mf,85) = (−1, 2).
loss. There are two components of inelastic loss in the rf-dressed case. One is due
to spin-relaxation collisions, driven by the dipolar interaction between the electron
spins of the two atoms. This component exists even in the absence of rf dressing, but
is generally fairly small, both because the dipolar interaction is weak and because
there is a centrifugal barrier in the outgoing channel. It is modified in an rf field near
the trap center because the rf-dressed states are mixtures of different spin states,
and drops to zero on the low-field side of the trap, where the adiabatically trapped
state correlates with lowest state in the magnetic field. The second component,
which is referred to as rf-induced loss, is potentially stronger; the inelastic collisions
are driven by the difference between the singlet and triplet interaction potentials,
and there is no centrifugal barrier in the outgoing channel.
For 87Rb in f = 1 states, the calculated rate coefficient for rf-induced loss is very
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small with kmax2 = 1.25 × 10−20 cm3 s−1 at the trap center for an rf field strength
Brf = 0.5 G with σ− polarisation. This is 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the
rf-modified spin-relaxation loss rate coefficient in this system.
The rf-induced loss rate is dependent on the singlet and triplet scattering lengths
as and at, and it can change by 10 orders of magnitude as the scattering lengths
are varied. It is generally small when as ≈ at, but may be enhanced by resonances
of two different types. 87Rb is a very special case: not only is as very similar to
at, but their actual values are such that there is no enhancement by any type of
resonance. For 39K, which is a more typical case, the kmax2 = 6.33 × 10−14 cm3 s−1
for Brf = 0.5 G with σ− polarisation. This is an order of magnitude larger than
the rf-modified spin-relaxation loss rate, and 6 orders of magnitude larger than the
rf-induced loss rate for 87Rb. The reason for the suppression of rf-induced loss when
as ≈ at will be explored using an adiabatic model of the collision dynamics in the
next chapter.
The effects of rf-induced loss using a σx polarised rf field was explored in collisions
between 39K. The rf-induced loss is similar to that for a circularly polarised field of
half the intensity of the linearly polarised field, with small differences as a result of
the states introduced by the σ+ component of the linear combination, which shift
collision thresholds slightly. A similar effect occurs when the rf and magnetic fields
are not perpendicular to one another; Mtot is no longer conserved in this case and
so all possible atomic mf states must be included leading to further crossings.
Inelastic loss of rf-dressed alkali-metal atoms in their upper hyperfine states
was also investigated, f = 2 for 87Rb and 39K. These losses are also small when
as ≈ at. In this case there are no Feshbach resonances, but the loss rates may still
be enhanced by entrance-channel effects when |at| is large. The rf-induced loss rates
also depend strongly on the atomic hyperfine splitting, increasing as the hyperfine
splitting decreases because of mixing of atomic f states by the magnetic field.
Atoms for which f = 2 is not the highest hyperfine state such as 85Rb, which
has hyperfine ground state with f = 2, have an rf-induced loss dependent on as and
at similar to those for f = 1 ground state atoms, with a variation in k
max
2 of over
10 orders of magnitude. Because f = 2 is not the highest hyperfine state there are
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Alkali-Metal Atom Trap Centre / G kmax2 / cm
3 s−1
7Li 4.26 7.96× 10−15
39K 4.33 6.33× 10−14
41K 4.27 1.72× 10−16
85Rb 6.42 3.34× 10−15
87Rb 4.27 1.25× 10−20
133Cs 8.44 6.24× 10−11
Table 3.1: Trap centres and two-body loss rate coefficients, rf-induced loss at the
trap centres, kmax2 (cm
3 s−1), for bosonic alkali metal isotopes in their hyperfine
grounstates with ν = 3.0 MHz and Brf = 0.5 G
closed channels that give rise to Feshbach structure in the contour plots. For 85Rb,
whilst as 6= at, their values place the real system in near a trough of the contour
plot suppressing the rf-induced loss. A nearby Feshbach resonance counteracts this
suppression, resulting in an rf-induced loss that is still suppressed, but only one order
of magnitude less than the rf-modified spin relaxation loss; this may be compared
to a difference of four orders of magnitude in 87Rb. The rf-induced loss is still large
compared to 87Rb, with kmax2 = 3.34 × 10−15 cm3 s−1. In its upper hyperfine state
with f = 3, the rf-induced loss for 85Rb is less than one order of magnitude smaller
than the rf-modified spin relaxation, and its relationship to as and at qualitatively
resembles that of 87Rb and 39K in f = 2.
In general other alkali-metal atoms in their hyperfine ground states are expected
to have much larger rf-induced loss rates than 87Rb, as was shown for 39K and 85Rb,;
Table 3.1 summarises the rf-induced losses at the trap centre for the cases studied
above as well as some other bosonic alkali-metal atoms.
The heteronuclear system 87Rb+85Rb dressed by rf radiation shows asymmetric
trapping potentials due to the differing Lande´ g-factors of the two atoms. This
leads to an inelastic loss which is enhanced in regions of avoided crossings, but is
suppressed from an rf-free spin exchange loss in between the avoided crossings for the
two different atoms. This suppression results from the coupling of additional states
which cannot decay to lower states via spin exchange; for Brf = 0.5G, k
max
2 is a factor
of 1.7 lower than the rf-free loss rate of 87Rb+85Rb in (f,mf ) = (1, 1)+(2,−2). This
rapid spin-exchange loss is expected for atomic mixtures where there is a difference
in the Lande´ g-factors.
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This chapter has focused on the rf-dressing of alkali-metal atoms using a single
frequency. Dressing of magnetic traps using multiple rf fields [130, 175–177] may
have advantages for avoiding the spin-exchange losses demonstrated in 87Rb+85Rb.
Multiple frequencies of rf radiation could allow one to overlap the traps of two
heteronuclear atoms; the trap position is determined by the Lande´ g-factor and rf
photon frequency (Eq. 3.1.4), so the traps for heteronuclear atoms could be engi-
neered to overlap if the frequency for each field is chosen carefully in relation to the
Lande´ g-factor [178]. This is equivalent to setting ∆B = 0 in Eq. 3.2.10. Although
the rf field of frequency for atom a will interact with atom b and vice versa, each
rf frequency should be detuned far enough from resonance from one atom to avoid
unwanted loss.
Chapter 4
Adiabatic Model of
Radio-frequency-Dressed Collision
Dynamics
The previous chapter analysed rf-induced loss as a function of singlet and triplet
scattering lengths, as and at, respectively. When as = at the rf-induced loss is at a
minimum, highlighted by a deep trough in contour plots showing the peak loss at
the rf-dressed trap centre as a function of as and at. A similarly slow inelastic loss
rate due to spin-exchange collisions exists for rf-free scattering of 87Rb, as measured
by Myatt et al. [179] in dual BECs of 87Rb in (f,mf ) = (1,−1) and (2, 2) states.
Julienne et al. [180] explained this suppression using an adiabatic model of the
collision dynamics [181]. The origins of the suppression of the rf-induced loss has a
similar origin to that described by Julienne et al. for spin exchange. This chapter
explores this origin by adopting the adiabatic picture used by Julienne et al. [180]
to recreate their results for 87Rb, and applies the model to rf-dressed collisions.
4.1 Adiabatic model of rf-Free Collisions
In the adiabatic model a Hamiltonian is diagonalised over a grid of internuclear
distances, R, to obtain a set of adiabats. In the case of rf-free collisions between
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Figure 4.1: Singlet (black) and triplet (blue) potential curves provided by Strauss
et al. [172]
alkali-metal atoms the Hamiltonian is written
~2
2µ
[
R−1
d2
dR2
R +
Lˆ
R2
]
+ Vˆ (R) + hˆ1 + hˆ2. (4.1.1)
The resulting adiabats are dependent upon the singlet and triplet potential curves
contained within Vˆ (R), which for rubidium were provided by Strauss et al. [172].
These curves, shown in Fig. 4.1, are parallel at large R, but at distance RhfX ≈ 22 bohr
the exchange splitting between the singlet and triplet curves becomes comparable
to the hyperfine splitting of 87Rb (6.83 GHz) and the curves become separate when
R < RhfX . Outside R
hf
X the adiabats obtained from diagonalising Eq. 4.1.1 are well
defined by atomic quantum numbers (f,mf ), and inside this distance they have the
character of pure singlet or triplet states described by electronic spin s = 0 or 1,
respectively.
Julienne et al. [180] considered collisions of 87Rb atoms occupying different
hyperfine states in the absence of external fields; a coupled basis set where f1 and f2
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are coupled to give a resultant F was used. For (f1, f2) = (1, 2), F may take a value
of 1, 2 or 3. Of these F = 2 is the most important for considering non-adiabatic
couplings as both F = 1 and F = 3 are forbidden by boson symmetry for (1, 1)
and (2, 2). With F = 2 in zero magnetic field there are three adiabats to consider,
described asymptotically with quantum numbers (f1, f1, F ) = (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2) and
(2, 2, 2); these are shown Fig. 4.2 (a) relative to the energy of the pure triplet curve
of Fig. 4.1. It can be seen that all three curves go through a transition around
R = RhfX = 22 bohr, with the adiabats that asymptotically correspond to (1,2,2)
and (2,2,2) becoming essentially pure triplet states at short range, whilst (1,1,2)
becomes pure singlet in character at short range.
Nonadiabatic couplings between the adiabats shown in Fig. 4.2(a) control the
inelastic loss rate. The nonadiabatic matrix elements
〈
i
∣∣∣∣ ddR
∣∣∣∣ j〉 (4.1.2)
between the states (1,1,2), (1,2,2) and (2,2,2) are shown in Fig. 4.2(b). All three
couplings peak around RhfX . The largest nonadiabatic coupling peaks at 0.41 bohr
−1
between the states (1, 2, 2) ↔ (1, 1, 2). The overall magnitude is more usefully
characterized by the integral
Dij =
∫ 〈
i
∣∣∣∣ ddR
∣∣∣∣ j〉 dR, (4.1.3)
which is pi/2 for a complete avoided crossing, and 1.05, 0.55 and 0.49 for the couplings
between (1, 2, 2)↔ (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2)↔ (2, 2, 2) and (1, 1, 2)↔ (2, 2, 2), respectively.
The adiabats and nonadiabatic couplings are independent of the singlet and
triplet scattering lengths. However, Julienne et al. [180] argued that, when as ≈
at, the radial wavefunctions R
−1χi(R) and R−1χj(R) in the incoming (1,2,2) and
inelastic outgoing (1,1,2) channels are in phase around RhfX . This minimises the
matrix element that controls inelastic scattering,
− ~
2
2µ
∫
χi(R)
∗
〈
i
∣∣∣∣ ddR
∣∣∣∣ j〉 ddR χj(R) dR. (4.1.4)
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(1, 1, 2)↔ (1, 2, 2)
(1, 1, 2)↔ (2, 2, 2)
(1, 2, 2)↔ (2, 2, 2)
Figure 4.2: (a) Adiabats (eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian of Eq. 4.1.1 at fixed R)
with respect to a pure triplet curve for field-free collisions with (f1, f2, F = 2); (b)
nonadiabatic matrix elements between (1,1,2), (1,2,2) and (2,2,2) in (a).
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The singlet and triplet scattering lengths are near identical in 87Rb (as ≈ 90 bohr,
at ≈ 99 bohr), and the inelastic spin-exchange loss rate is supressed by this minimi-
sation. Since rf-induced inelastic loss is also subject to the overlap of these radial
wavefunctions this adiabatic approach will be adopted in the rf-dressed case.
4.2 Adiabatic Model of rf-Dressed Collisions
4.2.1 Collision of 87Rb
To capture the effects of the rf dressing, terms for the rf field and atom-rf interactions
are added to Hamiltonian 4.1.1 to give the rf-dressed Hamiltonian
~2
2µ
[
R−1
d2
dR2
R +
Lˆ
R2
]
+ Vˆ (R) + hˆ1 + hˆ2 + hˆ
int
rf,a + hˆ
int
rf,b + hˆrf , (4.2.5)
where hˆintrf,a/b and hˆrf are the atom-rf field interaction hamiltonians and rf field hamil-
tonian given by Eqs 1.5.41 and 1.5.42, respectively. The adiabats for a pair of f = 1
87Rb atoms with Mtot = 0 in an rf-dressed trap, obtained from diagonalising Eq.
4.2.5 at the trap centre (4.27 G) using a σ− polarised rf field with ν = 3.0 MHz,
Brf = 0.5 G and |Nmax| = 2, are shown in Fig. 4.3(a). Comparing the two sets
of adiabats in Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.3(a), it can be seen that for each rf-free adia-
bat in Fig. 4.2(a), a set of adiabats exists in the rf-dressed case, split by energy
h × BrfgFµB = 0.35 MHz at R > RX. The lowest set of rf-dressed adiabats that
are similar in character to the (f1, f2, F ) = (1, 1, 2) rf-free adiabat at R > R
hf
X is
comprised of 6 rf-dressed adiabats. At R >> RhfX these are essentially the rf-dressed
collision thresholds described in the previous chapter. Fig. 4.4 shows this set of
adiabats in more detail.
The nonadiabatic matrix elements 4.1.2 between the two uppermost adiabats of
the six (f1, f2,Mtot) = (1, 1, 0) states for rf-dressed
87Rb are shown in Fig. 4.3(b).
Comparing these to the rf-free matrix elements shown in Fig. 4.2(b), the nonadia-
batic matrix element again peaks near 22 bohr, but has a larger integral Dij = 1.571.
The slight shift in energy due to the rf dressing means the positions of the peaks
with and without rf do not line up exactly. The matrix element in the rf-dressed
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87Rb hyperfine
39K hyperfine
Figure 4.3: (a) Adiabats with respect to a pure triplet curve for collisions of rf-
dressed atoms with f = 1, at the trap center with rf field frequency 3 MHz and
strength Brf = 0.5 G, for Mtot = 0; (b) nonadiabatic matrix element between the
uppermost of the six (f1, f2,Mtot) = (1, 1, 0) rf-dressed states and the next-highest
state.
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Figure 4.4: Zoomed in picture of the lowest set of adiabats in Fig. 4.3(a).
case is also not symmetric, showing a small tail on the right-hand side due to the
influence of adiabats that go to higher hyperfine states at large R. Because the
rf-dressed nonadiabatic matrix element peaks near RhfX , the rf-induced inelastic loss
rate is minimised in a similar fasion to spin exchange; the overall inelastic coupling
is minimised when as = at, producing the diagonal troughs seen in the contour plots
of the previous chapter. Fig. 4.3(b) also shows matrix elements for 87Rb atoms
modified to have the hyperfine splitting of 39K. The peak shifts to 27 bohr, reflect-
ing the smaller hyperfine splitting of 39K, with similar integral Dij =1.563. Since
as 6= at in this case, the overall matrix element 4.1.4 is not minimised as the radial
wavefunctions are not in phase at RhfX .
For collisions between two 87Rb atoms in their upper hyperfine state with f = 2,
inelasticity is again dominated by F = 2; the adiabats corresponding to (f1, f2, F ) =
(2, 2, 2) are shown by the highest-energy adiabat in Fig. 4.2 (a). For two rf-dressed
atoms with f = 2, |Nmax| = 4 is required to capture the effects of all possible
Mtot = 0 states. This leads to the set of 15 rf-dressed adiabats displayed in Fig.
4.5(a) at the trap centre. The rf field used here has the same parameters as the
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f = 1 case, but σ+ polarisation is required.
It is notable that the rf-induced loss rate for f = 2 (3.34×10−15 cm3 s−1) is about
two orders of magnitude lower than the rf-free spin-exchange rates for (f1,mf,1) +
(f2,mf,2) = (2, 0) + (2, 0) and (2,1)+(2,−1) collisions, which are 1.73 × 10−13 and
1.25 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 respectively. This is true even though the wavefunction for
the rf-dressed atomic state includes substantial amounts of (2,0) and (2,1) near the
trap center. This can be rationalized by considering the adiabatic curves of Fig.
4.5(a). Fig. 4.5(b) shows the corresponding nonadiabatic matrix elements between
the uppermost and next-highest state. The nonadiabatic coupling is quite different
from the previous cases: there is no feature around 22 bohr, and instead the matrix
element peaks around a value RrfX = 32 bohr, where the difference between the singlet
and triplet curves is comparable with the splittings ∆rf due to the rf dressing. The
coupling is far weaker than in the cases shown in Fig. 4.2. The integral Dij over the
nonadiabatic coupling is only 1.96 × 10−6, compared to 1.57 between the top two
states in the rf-dressed f = 1 case and pi/2 for a completed avoided crossing. This
difference in Dij due to the different coupling mechanism is reflected in the heights
of the resonant peaks of the f = 1 and f = 2 contour plots of the previous chapter.
The maximum peak heights were about 10−10 and 10−13 cm3 s−1 for the rf-dressed
f = 1 and f = 2 atoms, respectively.
More insight into the effect of the hyperfine splitting can be gained by considering
the nonadiabatic transitions in 39K with f = 2. The adiabats for 39K are similar
to those shown for 87Rb in Fig. 4.5(a). However, the nonadiabatic matrix element,
shown in Fig. 4.5(c), is approximately a factor of 200 larger than for 87Rb, with
integral Dij = 3.8× 10−4. The nonadiabatic matrix element reflects the amount of
singlet character in the wavefunction of the rf-dressed atomic pair at long range; this
in turn depends on the degree of mixing of f = 1 and f = 2 states in the magnetic
field, which increases as the hyperfine splitting decreases.
4.2.2 Collisions of 85Rb
The rf-induced loss rate of 85Rb in its hyperfine ground state with f = 2 is 3.34 ×
10−15 cm3 s−1, five orders of magnitude larger than that for 87Rb in its hyperfine
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Figure 4.5: (a) Adiabats for collisions of field-dressed 87Rb atoms in f = 2 states,
with respect to a pure triplet curve, for Mtot = 0. (b) nonadiabatic matrix elements
between the top two adiabatic states for 87Rb. (c) nonadiabatic matrix elements
between the top two adiabatic states with the hyperfine splitting reduced to the
value for 39K.
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ground state with f = 1 (1.25 × 10−20 cm3 s−1); since as 6= at for 85Rb (as ≈ 2560
bohr, at ≈ −380 bohr) there is no suppression of inelastic loss. The mechanism
for rf-induced loss is the same for the two cases, and so a peak in the nonadia-
batic matrix element between the two highest adiabats for rf-dressed collisions of
(f1, f2) = (2, 2) is expected near R
hf
X , which is larger due to the smaller hyperfine
splitting of 85Rb (3.04 GHz). The shift in RhfX can be seen in rf-free collisions, the
adiabats associated nonadiabatic matrix elements can be seen in Fig. 4.6(a) and (b),
respectively. Because f may take values of 2 or 3 for 85Rb, there is an increase in the
number of adiabats to consider. The values of F = f1 + f2 that are most important
to inelastic loss are F = 2 and 4. All the nonadiabatic matrix elements peak near
R = 23 bohr with integrals ranging from 1.15 for (f1, f2, F ) = (2, 2, 4)↔ (2, 3, 4) to
0.38 for (2, 2, 4)↔ (3, 3, 4).
Fig. 4.7(a) shows the adiabats for a pair of 85Rb atoms at the centre of an rf-
dressed trap with σ+ polarisation, ν = 3.0 MHz, Brf = 0.5 G and |Nmax| = 4. As
with 87Rb we obtain three distinct sets of rf-dressed adiabats at long range; Fig.
4.8 shows the lowest set which correspond to (f1, f2) = (2, 2) in more detail. The
nonadiabatic matrix element between the top adiabat and the next highest of this
set peaks at R = 25 bohr, and is shown in Fig. 4.7(b). As for 87Rb this is close to
the value of RhfX , but the integral 4.1.3 has a greater magnitude with Dij = 2.23 due
to the contributions from an additional value of F . The integral is also larger than
pi/2 for a complete avoided crossing but, as with 87Rb, this also incorporates the
influence of adiabats that go to higher hyperfine states at large R.
The rf-dressed adiabats and nonadiabatic matrix elements for rf-dressed 85Rb
in its upper hyperfine state with f = 3 are shown in Fig. 4.9. The nonadiabatic
matrix element peaks around RrfX = 32 bohr as with
87Rb in its upper hyperfine
state, where the exchange splitting is equal to the splittings induced by the rf field,
∆rf . Since the rf field parameters are unchanged this happens around the same value
of R. The integral Dij = 2.96 × 10−5 is about 15 times larger than for 87Rb in its
upper hyperfine state, again highlighting the influence of the hyperfine splitting on
the rf-dressed loss from upper hyperfine states; the hyperfine splitting of 85Rb (3.04
GHz) lies closer to 87Rb (6.83 GHz) than 39K (461.72 MHz). The difference in Dij
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Figure 4.6: (a) Adiabats for a pair of 85Rb atoms with respect to a pure triplet curve
for field-free collisions with F = 2 (black) and F = 4 (red); (b) nonadiabatic matrix
elements (f1, f2) = (2, 2)↔ (2, 3) (solid), (2, 2)↔ (3, 3) (dotted) and (2, 3)↔ (3, 3)
(dashed) for both values of F in (a).
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Figure 4.7: (a) Adiabats for collisions of field-dressed 85Rb atoms in f = 2 states,
with respect to a pure triplet curve, for Mtot = 0 at the trap centre with B = 6.42
G. (b) nonadiabatic matrix elements between the top two adiabatic states for 85Rb.
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Figure 4.8: Zoomed in picture of the lowest set of adiabats in Fig. 4.7(a).
between 85Rb and 87Rb here is reflected in the resonant peak heights in the contour
plots of the previous chapter; in the 85Rb case the peaks are an order of magnitude
higher.
4.2.3 Collisions of 87Rb + 85Rb
The previous chapter identified a spin-exchange-dominated inelastic loss for rf-
dressed 87Rb + 85Rb that was three orders of magnitude faster than the quick-
est rf-induced loss in previously considered homonuclear systems with the same rf
field parameters. There are two trap centres in the rf-dressed heteronuclear case
(one for each atom); the nonadiabatic couplings between the top two adiabats at
these respective magnetic fields may exhibit differences from previous cases as the
untrapped atom is in a well defined state.
For rf-free collisions between 87Rb and 85Rb there are more values of F that
can contribute to inelasticity compared to previous cases due to the lack of boson
symmetry. F = 2 and 3 will contribute most to inelastic collisions, and are shown in
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Figure 4.9: (a) Adiabats for collisions of field-dressed 85Rb atoms in f = 3 states,
with respect to a pure triplet curve, for Mtot = 0 at the trap centre with B = 6.42
G. (b) nonadiabatic matrix elements between the top two adiabatic states for 85Rb.
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Fig. 4.10(a). The nonadiabatic matrix elements depicted in Fig. 4.10(b) are between
the two lowest adiabats for F = 2 and 3, and peak near 22.5 bohr, in between the
values of RhfX = 22 and 23 bohr for
87Rb and 85Rb, respectively. The magnitudes of
Dij of these matrix elements are comparable to those between the equivalent matrix
elements in 87Rb and 85Rb, with Dij = 0.65 and 0.98 for F = 2 and 3, respectively.
Overall the mechanism for inelastic loss is unchanged in the rf-free heteronuclear
case, and as with 85Rb there is no suppression of spin-exchange as as 6= at.
Fig. 4.11 shows the rf-dressed adiabats and nonadiabatic matrix elements be-
tween the top two adiabats of rf-dressed (f87, f85) = (1, 2) at a magnetic field
strength of 4.27 G, where 87Rb is trapped. There are two distinct peaks in the
nonadiabatic matrix element at 23.5 bohr and 31 bohr where the exchange splitting
is equal to the hyperfine splitting of 87Rb and rf-dressed splitting, respectively. A
similar pattern in the nonadaibatic matrix element is apparent at a magnetic field of
6.24 G, shown in Fig. 4.12, where the left peak is shifted to 24 bohr, closer to RhfX,85,
and the position of the right peak is unchanged. The spacing of the adiabats in Fig.
4.12(a) is also more apparent, with three distinct sets of adiabats corresponding to
mf,87 = 1, 0 and -1 from top to bottom; there are five sets of adiabats that are
difficult to distinguish in Fig. 4.11(a) corresponding to mf,85 = 2, 1, 0, -1 and -2
from top to bottom.
The matrix elements of Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 further highlight the differences be-
tween the nonadiabatic couplings of the two atoms in their respective traps. The
right-hand peak has the same origin as those of 87Rb and 85Rb in their upper hy-
perfine states. The integrals of these rf-induced peaks at 30.5 bohr are of similar
magnitude with Dij= 0.71 and 0.94 for Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, respectively, which
indicates this coupling is similar for each atom; only the magnetic field strength is
changed between the two matrix elements and the rf coupling is controlled by the
dipoles of the atoms. These integrals are 5 and 6 orders of magnitude larger than
for 85Rb and 87Rb in their upper hyperfine states, respectively, indicating that this
coupling is playing a greater role here.
The left-hand peaks show nonadiabatic couplings similar to the collisions of
rf-dressed ground state atoms, where the matrix element peaks near RhfX . There
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Figure 4.10: (a) Adiabats with F = 2 (solid black) and 3 (dashed black) for collisions
of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms with respect to a pure triplet curve. (b) Nonadiabatic matrix
elements between the two lowest adiabats for F = 2 (solid black) and F = 3 (dashed
black) in panel (a)
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Figure 4.11: (a) Adiabats for rf-dressed collisions of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms with
(f87, f85) = (1, 2) at the trap centre for
87Rb (4.27 G) with respect to a pure triplet
curve. (b) Nonadiabatic matrix elements between the two highest adiabats in panel
(a)
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is a large difference in the integrals of these two peaks at each trap centre, with
Dij = 0.47 and 3.19 for Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, respectively, indicating that the
nonadiabatic couplings in the collision when 85Rb is trapped are dominated by this
mechanism.
4.2.4 Conclusions
The adiabatic picture of rf-dressed collisions confirms that the mechanism that sup-
presses inelastic loss depends on relative phase of the wavefunctions in the incoming
and outgoing inelastic channels, which can be gauged by the relative values of as and
at. For rf-dressed atoms in their hyperfine ground state, the nonadiabatic matrix
elements peak near RhfX ; if as = at the overall matrix element Eq. 4.1.4 that controls
the inelastic loss rate is minimised as χi and χj are in phase at RX. This is the case
for 87Rb, leading to rf-dressed loss rates many orders of magnitude slower than for
other alkali-metal atoms.
The nonadiabatic couplings are different for atoms in their upper hyperfine
states, they peak at an internuclear distance RrfX where the exchange splitting is
comparable to the splitting of the rf-dressed states at the trap centre, ∆rf . Since χi
and χj acquire no further phase beyond R
rf
X, the same suppression of the inelastic
loss rate in 87Rb still exists, but the heights of resonant peaks in the contour plots
showing the loss rate as a function of as and at are proportional to the integral
Dij of this nonadiabatic matrix element. The magnitude of these matrix elements
is inversely proportional to the hyperfine splitting of the trapped atoms; a smaller
hyperfine splitting leads to more singlet character in the long-range wavefunction of
the atomic pair and thus a larger nonadiabatic matrix element.
In a heteronuclear collision dressed with rf radiation, the nonadiabatic couplings
show differences depending on what atom is trapped during the collision. For 85Rb
+ 87Rb the nonadiabatic matrix element peaks at both RhfX and R
rf
X, but the largest
peak differed for each atom in their respective traps.
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Figure 4.12: (a) Adiabats for rf-dressed collisions of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms with
(f87, f85) = (1, 2) at the trap centre for
85Rb (6.42 G) with respect to a pure triplet
curve. (b) Nonadiabatic matrix elements between the two highest adiabats in panel
(a)
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has investigated the scattering properties of ultracold atoms dressed with
rf radiation. Coupled-channel calculations were performed in a photon-dressed basis
set; the couplings induced by the rf field were implemented using a dressed-state
picture in which a photon number, N , and associated angular momentum projection,
MN , were combined with electronic and nuclear spin functions (s,ms) and (i,mi),
respectively, in an uncoupled basis set.
Chapter 2 explored the creation of rf-induced Feshbach resonances in the context
of solving the one field problem of ultracold molecule formation. The chapter fo-
cused on zero-energy Feshbach resonances in the heteronuclear system 39KCs, where
no suitable resonances exist at magnetic fields where caesium can be cooled to de-
generacy. It was shown that a Feshbach resonance could be created using circularly
polarised σ+ rf radiation; a frequency of ν = 79.9 MHz was chosen to couple the
incoming ground-state atoms with total angular momentum projection MF = 4 to
a molecular bound state with MF = 3 at a magnetic field strength of around 21 G.
The molecules formed across this rf-induced Feshbach resonance have long lifetimes
τ > 180 ms. The widths of the induced resonances increase quadratically with
the strength of the rf field; an amplitude of 4 G is required to induce a resonance
of width on the order of 1 mG. Only one type of rf-induced Feshbach resonance
was explored in this work, exploration of other polarisations can be envisaged. For
example, inducing Feshbach resonances using an rf field with linear pi polarisation
would allow the formation of molecules with the same MF as the incoming atoms
86
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at desired magnetic fields.
Chapter 3 investigated collisional losses in rf-dressed magnetic traps. Experi-
ments involving rf-dressed traps typically use 87Rb; whilst one-body nonadiabatic
losses have been previously examined in detail in experiments and theoretical stud-
ies, two-body collisional losses have not. It was shown that 87Rb is a special case
for rf-induced collisional losses, and that these losses are much faster for other al-
kali metals. The dependence of the rf-induced loss rate on the singlet and triplet
scattering lengths as and at, respectively, was explored, and it was found that the
rf-induced loss is minimised when as = at. Not only does
87Rb have similar values
for as and at, but the values are such that the rf-induced loss receives no enhance-
ment from any kind of resonance leading to a loss rate 6 orders of magnitude smaller
compared to 39K.
Collisional losses in a heteronuclear system were also analysed in chapter 3. For
87Rb + 85Rb in their respective hyperfine ground states, the rf-induced loss was found
to be much faster than in any homonuclear case, with a rate comparable to rf-free
spin exchange (∼ 10−10 cm3 s−1). Due to the separation of the rf-dressed traps for
the two atoms in magnetic field, the trapped state of the atomic pair is well defined
at magnetic fields between the two traps, and undergoes rf-free spin exchange. The
rf-induced loss approaches the rf-free spin exchange of (mf,87,mf,85) = (−1, 2), where
mf is the total atomic angular momentum projection, as a function of decreasing rf
intensity, indicating that there is suppression of spin exchange due to the rf dressing.
It is predicted that spin exchange will be dominant for rf-dressed heteronuclear
systems in which the Lande´ g-factors are different for the two species. It is possible
to avoid such large losses by choosing one rf field frequency for each atom in the
mixture, and tuning the frequencies such that the traps for the two atoms overlap.
This possibility will require further work to investigate the collisional losses.
Finally, chapter 4 looked at collisions in an rf-dressed trap through the lens of
an adiabatic model. The nonadiabatic matrix elements between adiabats of an rf-
dressed atomic pair in their ground-states at the trap centre peaked at internuclear
distance RhfX , where the exchange splitting between the singlet and triplet potential
curves is comparable to the hyperfine splitting. When as = at the incoming and
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outgoing radial wavefunctions are in phase around RhfX and this minimises the radial
matrix element that controls inelastic processes. When rf-dressed atoms are in their
upper hyperfine states the nonadiabatic matrix element peaks at RrfX, where the
exchange splitting is comparable to the (much smaller) splitting induced by the rf
radiation. The nonadiabatic effects here are orders of magnitude smaller compared
to those for rf-dressed ground-state atoms. This is reflected by smaller resonant
peaks in the rf-induced loss rate as a function of as and at, compared to those
for rf-dressed atoms in their hyperfine ground states. In the heteronuclear case,
peaks in the nonadiabatic matrix element were observed at both RhfX and R
rf
X. The
magnitudes of the nonadiabatic effects differed at each trap centre, the reason for
which is an interesting open question to be investigated in future work.
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